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Sports
Warrior mascot
caught with his
pants down

This issue was inspired by all April
Fools. Do not believe anything you read
(unless you want to). For the real campus news, events, entertainment and
sports, see pages 12 and 13.

Op/Ed
Winonan editors
expose more
than you ever
wanted to know
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Krueger challenges governor
Bill Radde

pounds, will be challenging the
6'6" 280-pound Ventura to a
Darrell Krueger
steel cage match.
"Two men enter, one man
It's the match of a lifetime,
and everything hangs in the bal- leaves," Krueger said.
Ventura was not available for
ance.
Is it the struggle for world comment, but the governor's
domination? No. Is it the battle office released this statement:
for the human race? No. It's all "Gov. Ventura has not accepted
the match at this time, but has
about state funding.
Winona State University not denied the chance to return
President Darrell Krueger has to the mat."
Ventura is scheduled to
challenged Minnesota Gov. Jesse
announce
an XFL game on
Ventura to a wrestling match of
Height: 5' 10"
April
28,
but
the XFL is talking
gigantic proportions.
Weight: 190 pounds
The match is scheduled for about replacing him with a wellNickname:
trained monkey.
April 28 and is to
Tenured Bulldog
The initiative
take . place
in
Specialty Move:
behind
the bout
Winona
State's
Flying Budget Raise
"I'm going to
surfaced
when
McCown gym.
kick th e Pell
Ventura
introKrueger will be
out of him."
duced his pro- as opposed to last year's $13 milmaking his amaposed low budget lion budget increase.
teur debut against
DARRELL KRUEGER
for the higher edu"The budget proposal was not
hardened veteran
President
cation system.
even enough to cover the cost of
Ventura.
"I'm willing to inflation," Krueger said.
"Just because it
As a result of the budget cut,
will be my first time, it doesn't go to the mat for my students,"
mean I won't be able to put him Krueger said. "I'm going to kick the university will be increasing
tuition by 40 percent and will
into a world of pain," Krueger the Pell out of him."
The budget gives Winona liquidate faculty and staff by 35
said.
Krueger, 5'7" and 190 State only a $6 million increase, percent.

Jesse Ventura

WENONAHAN

VS.

Height: 6' 6"
Weight: 280 pounds
Nickname:
The Body
Specialty Move:
Budget Slashing Slam

"I don't know why Ventura's
turning his back on the students," Krueger said. "It was the
students who elected the
slammed-too-many-times-inthe-head governor in the first
place."
The university has hired the
help of southern wrestling sensation GQMasters III.

Franklin dorm will share
space with county prison

Jenny Butler/WENONAHAN

University President Darrell Krueger puts up 315 pounds
in preparation for his proposed wrestling match against
Gov. Jesse Ventura.

"Basically, it's- like this, this more ticked off than a recently
59-year-old firecracker has one spade pig. Man, those were the
advantage, pure rage," said good old days."
GQMasters III. "The man is
See Krueger, Page 2

Sheehan sinks six
floors overnight

Jennifer Selby
WENONAHAN

Maggie Howell

Beginning in August 2002,
students will have the opportunity to commune with county
prisoners. It's not a mentoring
program or an effort to curb
crime. It's a new housing trend,
and Winona State University is
at the forefront.
Winona State had planned to
"Big deal," said sophomore
build a housing complex on the
Liz Peach. "All the food at the
old U.S. Armory land at
cafeteria now is so mushy you
Franklin and Sarnia streets but
don't need forks anyway."
needed county approval. Last
Frankie Capone, a prisoner
month county commissioners
set for transfer to the new faciltold the WSU Foundation,
ity, worries he'll no longer get
which was going to fund the
three nutritious meals a day.
project, that the county could
"I remember college,
not give up the land because no
believe it or not," he said. "I
suitable alternative had been
definitely don't
found for its
want to eat the
much-needed
food they serve
city/county jail.
"If you drop
there again. I
Ferden,
John
your soap
might as well eat
director of auxilpaste."
just
leave
it
iary services at
•
The three-story
there."
WSU, then probuilding will have
posed the compro12 bathrooms and
mise that has
shower
rooms for
WILLY GETME
sparked a nationthe 250 occufreshman
wide trend.
pants. Though
The building
students will usudrafted for WSU
ally use the showby UBuildIt will still be built
ers in their wing, some worry
next spring, but it will be a
about what would happen if
combination dorm and jail. The
their shower rooms were full or
west wing of the building will
out of order.
hold dorm rooms for WSU stu"I've had to go to other
dents, and the east wing will
floors to shower before," said
hold cells for people convicted
freshman Willy Getme. "And I
of non-violent crimes. To cut
don't care what anyone says
costs, the cafeteria, yard, pool,
about them being single showgym, lounge and bathrooms
ers, if I have to go to the other
will be shared.
side of the building, I'm watchChartwells will run the cafeing my back."
teria, which will be in the cenGetme wanted to warn felter of the building's main floor.
low students considering movBecause the cafeteria also
ing into the new dorm with the
serves the prisoners, no sharp
following advice: "If you drop
utensils can be used outside the
your soap, just leave it there.
kitchen. Students will have to
It'll be worth the cost of a new
learn to eat all their meals with
bar not to bend over."
only spoons.

EIGHTH FLOOR RESIDENT
(SECOND FLOOR RESIDENT)

Scott Haraldson/WENoNm IAN

Six of Sheehan Hall's 13 floors sank Monday night.

Sheehan Hall, an all-female
residence hall housing nearly
400 Winona State University
students, plummeted six floors
closer to hell Sunday. None of
the residents were injured in the
sinking because the entire building was on a run to Dairy Queen.
"The extra-hold hair spray we
used in the 1967 construction of
the building was bound to give
way by the early '90s," said
building inspector Spud McKenzie. "We've been waiting for that
baby to go under for more than
10 years now!"
McKenzie said the rooms on
the first six floors, which are
now underground, will be chosen
first in upcoming room draws
because they are naturally air
conditioned.
Fourth-floor resident Ivana P.
Freely agreed that the first six
floors are now better than ever.
"I didn't like the sun much

"We've been waiting
for that baby to go
under for more than
10 years now!"
SPUD MCKENZIE
building planner
anyway. My blinds fell down
earlier in the year, and I could
barely watch television with the
glare," she said. "Now I'm
saving lots in sunglasses!"
Eighth-floor resident Lucy
Lichman was not so happy about
the sinking building. "I've been
planning to push my roommate
out the window for most of the
semester"
"After she 'accidentally' falls,
breaks her neck and dies, I'm
assured a 4.0 GPA for the
semester," she said. "Now the
only way I can successfully kill
her is if I take her to a scenic
view of the bluffs."
See Sheehan, Page 4

Freshmen become intoxicated from non-alcoholic beer
Alex Ward
WENONAHAN

An odd phenomenon is taking place on the campus of
Winona State University:
Freshmen are becoming intoxicated from non-alcoholic beer.
A group of scientists came to
Winona State for a study on the
behavior of freshman men and
women when they are handed a
non-alcoholic beer and told it is
a real beer.
A series of tests was
performed on 80 freshmen. The
students were invited to a house
party and were givenplastic
cups of beer.

The students were given cup
after cup of non-alcoholic
beer., and 95 percent of the
students tested became drunk,
bumbling idiots.
"The students have shown
signs of a common disease
spreading among college freshmen across the nation," said Dr.
Frank N. Stein of the psychology department. "We call the disease freshmenitis."
The condition is contracted
from drinking from a keg in a
party environment.
"The symptoms are obnoxious behavior, lowered expectations and intense cravings for
Hardees," said Stein.

"We call the disease
freshmenitis."

'

DR. FRANK N. STEIN
psychology professor
Case Study

Here is one example of
freshmenitis. Remember, he is
not and never was intoxicated.
In what he called "an attempt
to fit in with the college
crowd," freshman Tim Cooper
was found naked and passed out
outside of Prentiss-Lucas Hall
Saturday night.
"I don't know if I can recall

everything," Cooper said. "But
I know it was one hell of a
night."
It all started at 5 p.m. when
Cooper asked junior Lisa
Morgan on a date.
"All I wanted to do was to
get to know her," said Cooper.
"I was just looking for a
friend."
Morgan denied Cooper ,
citing acne and inexperience as
her reasons.
Morgan said, "I told him I
was going to a party and if I
was going to get drunk I didn't
want to wake up next to anySee Freshmen, Page 4
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New el presidente elected
• Mostly cloudy with showers
likely. Slight winds with
highs near 50 and lows
around 40.

thursday

friday

sa_turdouj

sunday

Breezy/
rain

Breezy/
rain

Partly
cloudy

kievk: Low :

kiplik: Low :

1-411-L: Low
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Mostly
cloudy
ow
L:

43

62 45

61 42

64 41

extended. outlook
The weather in Minnesota is always a joke, but
this is supposedly an accurate forecast.
source: national weather service

Krueger

Continued from Page 1

Student
Senate
President
am the new authority. The presidents of
this student senate prior to my arrival
were a bunch of weak, pathetic fools. I
will instill order into this pitiful bunch of
infidels. They lack discipline and an overall
lack of respect for my authoritarian regime.
I will begin by removing all deeply patriotic individuals who pose a threat to my dic-

/

•

Saturday at 2 a.m. security
responded to tip that a student
was trying to steal the eagle outside of Howell, but when the
security flashlights shown on
the eagle, the perpetrator
noticed how ugly the eagle was
and fled the scene. Security
chased the student and then dismantled the eagle themselves.
40s and rubbers appear

40-ounce bottles of malt liquor
and numerous used condoms
and French ticklers after hip hop
artist Nelly's performance.

This study tip was not brought to you courtesy of
the academic assistance center, but they've always
wanted to say it.

Events
Honor society to host 'better than you' concert

The elite honor society, Alpha Gamma Gooba, will
host an "I'm better than you!" concert. Stupid people
need not attend. Only students with a 3.96 grade point
average or higher may attend this pompous event.
Please present a transcript at the door.

Freshman orientation to include ,
house party survival tips
Entering freshmen will receive instruction in house partying next fall. The decision to include tips on how to escape police,
the best places to puke at a party and how to
get your beer without waiting in line was
made after last year's freshmen complained
about the lack of useful information during
orientation.
Howard Stern to give guest broadcast at KQAL
Howard Stern, nationally syndicated
radio disc-jockey, will be doing a guest
broadcast at KQAL with Mark McPherson,
a WSU student and KQAL DJ.
Stern said he agreed to the show so he
could audition McPherson to be his apprentice after graduation. McPherson said he's
looking forward to meeting the radio legend.
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April 11 — Lucky the Leperchaun will be giving a
speech on how to deal with stalkers. He will be reading
out of his book: "They're Always After My Lucky
Charms."
April 13 — The Pillsbury Doughboy will sponsor a work
group session on "naughty touches." He will be talking
about how to make people keep their hands to themselves. He will be reading from his book: "Heehee, Get
That Damn Finger Away From Me."
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A future resident assistant
was apprehended after accidentally referring to Sheehan as the
"13 floors of horrors." The
event happened Thursday when
the future RA was giving a tour
at precisely 3:15 p.m. The
Sheehan Hall Director will hold
a trial a week from Wednesday
to determine the poor soul's
future.

Buy Any Entree for Regular
Menu Price, Get the Second
(of equal or lesser value)

*Expires 4/14/01*

1
41

*For WSU Students Only*
*The Above Special not Good in
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Winona State University

Wenonahan
Established in 2001 as Winona State University's first student April Fools' newspaper, the
Wenonahan is managed, funded and operated by and for members of the WSU community.
The 5,000-circulation newspaper is just for fun
and should not be taken seriously. For you
squares who want the real news, try page 12.
The Wenonahan is WSU's exclusive source
for all students with a sense of humor. Everyone
else can just *It@! off. Are you really reading
this. Why?
The Wenonahan generates 65 percent of its
budget through Ferbee sales. The remaining 35
percent is provided through the editors' personal bank accounts. Subscriptions for persons
outside the university are available from the
Advertising/Business Manager.
The Wenonahan is copyrighted and may
not be reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.

Turns out Ventura is full of it
Gov. Jesse Ventura sent the previous
press release as an April Fools' Day joke.
Nobody in Minnesota believed it, but if education continues to be funded the way he
wants it to, someday they will.

Briefs and events compiled by Amanda
Leonhardt and Bill Radde.

ATTOO

In Winona

161 E. 3rd St.

Between "Rascal's" & "Gabby' s"

(507) 454-3452

Body Piercing & Tattoo's
Tuesday-Saturday
Appointments & Walk-ins

HALF PRICE!!!
4
4

Ventura to give WSU 110 percent
of requested budget
Minnesota's governor promised faculty
and students of WSU last week that he will
"show them the money." Ventura promised
to grant the university the total amount of
money requested in their budget.
Ventura explained that his previous budget estimates had been a joke, that he was
just trying to "shake the schools up and
make them wet their pants for a while."

Red Wing

1415 Service Dr., Winona, MN (507) 452-8202

-

Corporate mascots to present series

Carl Stange may be named new
WSU president
Carl Stange, former assistant director of
admissions, has been named as University
President Darrell Krueger's replacement
this week.
Krueger announced his retirement early
this semester, citing the need to get away
from the hum-drum life as a college administrator as his reasons for leaving WSU.
Stange is expected to be a positive addition
to the executive board of the university.
Krueger is hoping to be able to begin his
professional wrestling career.

mexleA74 11.ESIAUFLANT

Boxer brief raid scheduled for Thursday

Winona State will celebrate National Pickle Day, a
nation-wide celebration of everyone's favorite vegetable, next Thursday.
This year the WSU Pickles Club will be hosting a variety of celebrations on campus, including a biggest pickle contest, handing out free pickle samples, distributing
pickle awareness information and favorite pickle contest. Activities will begin at 11 a.m. in the Smaug.
"This is the best day of the year," said Gillian "Pickles"
Norris, president of the club. "I always look forward to
sharing my pickle passion with fellow students. Pickles
are something everyone can relate to. They really bring
the human race together."

A. A.. A.
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Advertising and Public Relations
Campaigns class canceled
Professors Ron Elcombe and John Weis
have announced that campaigns class will
be canceled for the semester effective
immediately. The professors have given up
on the students. They can't believe they
even made it this far.

41

All non-traditional students are invited to attend the
"students weren't like this the first time I came to
college" party. The title of the gathering is subject to
change. Other possibilities include the "what happened
to the good ol' days?" or "what is wrong with these
youths?"

National Pickle Day to be celebrated at WSU

Thirteen floors of what?

BRIEFS

Non trads throw a 'no respect for elders' party

All women are encouraged to gather in the
courtyard for the feminine equivelant of a "panty raid."
The event will have large groups of women busting into
dorm rooms to steal boxer-briefs. The collection of
boxer-briefs will be on display in Watkins Hall for the
weekend, and their rightful owners can claim them on
Monday. No brown skidmarked boxer-briefs will be
accepted.

Money mysteriously disappears

$75,000 has been reported
stolen from the Technical Support Center on Friday. The
funds were intended to continue
funding the laptop university.
Lodge party search continues
The illustrious party events The director of the TSC said he
in the bluffs have been missing had no comment and then fled
since March 3, 2000. Students in his new Mustang. If you
have been on an endless search. have any clues to help solve this
If you have any information as case please call the TSC ext.
to their whereabouts, please 24537549345 and hold for the
contact the Pi Lamda Phi Frater- next available person.
nity.

STUDY TIP OF THE WEEK

Don't Procrastinate,
you idiot!

So what do I do with this group of
students who obviously are socially
deprived?
Maybe I will just take them all on a "conference" and only I will catch a "ride home."
Things will definitely be different around
here.
Fidela Castro! is student senate president
and can not be reached at 457-5716. If you
call the number and ask for Castrol, you will
be *69ed and hunted down by the
student senate gestapo force. You can try to
reach Castrol via e-mail at
youstupiddemocraticfools@vax2.winona.
msus. edu

SECURITY REPORT
Attempted theft of bird

Security found 122 empty
The wrestling star will help we'll have the prez pumped up
the president train for the gruel- and ready to lay some whoop ass
ing match. in no time."
"I'm training this administraSeats will cost $45 each. The
tive he-man with the finest of match also will be broadcast live
wrestling skill and tactics," on pay-per-view.
GQMasters III said. "I patented
All proceeds will go back to
such moves as the poker eye the students of Winona State, and
gouge, the scratching eagle, the the match will be free for stubelow-the-border boot kick and dents who show a valid student
the throw sand in the eyes and ID.
run like hell maneuver. Yup,

tatorship, and all card carrying members of
the college democrats and college republicans will be removed by force and banished
from the purple rooms indefinitely.
I entered this university through a foreign
exchange program, and I will not leave until
I am the vice furor of the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities.
What? There is no vice furor of MnSCU?
Shows what you know.
The vice furor is the person who really
holds all the power. The governor, chancellor
and all university presidents all bow down to
him.
His name must never be repeated. Speaking his name means almost certain death.

FIDELA
CASTROL

Group Rates & Gift Certificates
Visa, M.C., Check Debt Accepted
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Network hamster fed up with long hours
Bill Radde
WENONAHAN
Winona State University's
network running specialist, Nibbles the hamster, is fed up with
long work hours.
Nibbles has been running in
his wheel for the last three years
since the network has become
congested.
"Prior to my arrival, there
was just a water wheel in Lake
Winona supplying network
speed to the WSU network,
Nibbles said. "Winona State
hired me to upgrade the current
system."

"Winona State is a bunch
of slavedrivers. They only
give me two hours a day
to just kick back and
relax."
NIBBLES THE HAMSTER
Network running specialist

is. I'm a hamster for Pete's sake, Nibbles said. "The job would
and the university calls me a net- only require 14-hour days. St.
work running specialist."
Cloud also offered a padded
Nibbles went on to explain wheel with full benefits with a
Nibbles works a 22-hour that he is tired of busting his competitive 401K plan."
shift, seven days a week.
furry hump so some dorm snot
The only benefits Nibbles
"Winona State is a bunch of can get a bootlegged copy of a received from Winona State
slavedrivers. They only give me Dave Matthews concert were fresh water and a cleaning
two hours a day to just kick back recorded from the 60th row of the cage once a week.
and relax." Nibbles said. "If it surrounded by screaming fans.
"With the amount of hours St.
wasn't for Napster, I would have
"Why do these students waste Cloud offered me, I would be
an extra six hours a day off."
their time on this crap?" Nibbles able to rejuvenate my social life,
Nibbles complains of said. "I'm tired of these dorm Nibbles said. "I really miss the
programs such as ICQ, America snots complaining. When they social scene."
Online Instant Messenger and complain, the tech geeks talk
Nibbles is the oldest in a litter
Napster's music community.
about expanding the bandwidth. of five.
"If it wasn't for all those All they're doing is making me
"I was forced to take care of
damn programs taking up all the run on this damn wheel for a my siblings when a student
bandwidth, I would have myself longer amount of time."
accidentally ran over my
a pretty nice nine-to-five workNibbles is fed up with his parents," Nibbles said. "Some
day," Nibbles said. "But, n000, I current job and is exploring people say the tearing up of the
have to work at a university full other options.
streets that used to run through
of lazy students who leave these
"Last night, I searched for a campus were a part of this souseless glutton programs on all job on monster.com ," Nibbles called Greenification. The truth
day long. If it were up to me, I said. "I posted my resume, and is that the construction was in
would firewall each and every 20 minutes later I received a rep- honor of my parents. God rest
last one of those dorm snots. sonse."
their tiny little souls."
What, you gonna get mad at me
Nibbles stated on his resume
Nibbles hopes to find a
because I called it a dorm?"
that he was a hard worker willing competitive salary so he can
Nibbles doesn't believe in the to put in long hours as a network retire by the time he's four-years
word "residence hall."
running specialist.
old.
"Any hamster can tell it's a
"St. Cloud State University
"I can dream, can't I?"
dorm and not a residence hall," responded with an opportunity to Nibbles said.
said Nibbles. "Just call it what it work side by side with a ferret,"

Jenny Butler/Wenonahan

Winona State employee Nibbles is hard at work keeping the network up and running.
Nibbles is the primary source of network power for Winona State.
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MUTUAL FUND5

Unique
loan
feature
available'

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg

IT's EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH

is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

5102,068

$67,514

pension and Social Security,' Especially since your SRA
N

contributions grow undiminished by taxes until you

tax-riderred iosing3 aft,: tau,
.Ann-tax saving.;

• $41,232

withdraw the funds.

$31,933

And you may even be able to borrow funds against your
SRA—a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-CREF.'

$13,052
$11,609
10 YEARS

So why wait?.Let TIAA-CREF's low expenses and invest-

301' AftS

ment expertise help you build a

INVEST AS LITTLE AS

comfortable retirement. We

$25 a month
through an automatic
payroll plans

20 YEARS

think you will find it rewarding
in years to come.

In this hypothetical example, setting aside , $100 a month in a
tax-deferres1 investment with an IVA leturn in a 28% tax
bracket shows better growth than the same net amount put
into a saving,s account.

Total enema and principal value of

investments will fl -uctuate, and yield may vary. The chart

*Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age,59t may be
subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it: —

Tired of all the studying,
reading, test taking?

Let Us Help!
for one week, we will do
all your homework and
personally deliver it to DELIVERY I
your professors!

Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

Your funds are automatically deducted from your pay-

5

Sick of School?

TRUST SERVICES

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

check, so it's easy to build income to supplement your

April moo

We will provide you with
a peaceful get away
where you can once again
unite your mind and body
in harmony.

above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not
reflect actual

inctormance, or predict future results, of any

TIAA-(:REF acc.:ounr, nr reflect expenses.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-creforg,

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you
invest. 1. Check with your institution for availability. 2. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maximum of $10,500 per year. To receive a
personalized calculation of your maximum contribution, call TIAA-CREF at 1.800.842.2776. • TIAA-CREF individual and Institutional Services,
Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New
York, NY and TIAA-CREF Ole Insurance Co., Nev York, NY issue insurance and annuities, • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and, are not bank guaranteed. (0 2001 Teachers Insurance anti

It costs you nothing. We just
want you to feel better.
1-800-Saue You
or saueastudent.com
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Student attacked by vicious squirrel
Bill Radde
WENONAHAN

.

In a scene straight out of
Fox's "When Animals Attack,"
First Richards Hall Resident
Assistant Andrew Hokenson was
brutally attacked by a giant
squirrel.
The unrelenting skirmish
came after Hokenson had passed
by the squirrel with a bag of
peanut M&Ms.
Hokenson was just passing
through the WSU courtyard on
Monday when he was ruthlessly
attacked by the II -pound
squirrel.
"I was just enjoying the day,
enjoying some red, green and

blue M&Ms, when the rabid
mammal knocked me down,"
Hokenson said. "We wrestled on
the ground for about five minutes."
Hokenson finally got the
upper hand and began to flee
from the animal when the little
varmint made a 12-foot leap to
his head.
"The little ball of gray fury
began scratching my face,"
Hokenson said. "Eventually I got
the upper ,hand once again and
drop-kicked the little critter. The
squirrel soared about 20 feet
through the air."
The squirrel regained his
footing and was right back into
his pursuit of the 5'5" Hoken-

son.
"At this point in time, I
dropped the M&Ms," Hokenson
said.
Seeing the M&Ms didn't
sidetrack the hell- bent mammal.
"It was no longer about the
M&Ms," Hokenson said. "It was
personal."
Luckily, Hokenson managed
to flee into a nearby tree.
"The squirrel must have been
too injured from the fight, and he
couldn't climb the tree," Hokenson said.
A nearby spectator took it
upon himself to contact
Winona's Animal Control, but
the squirrel had fled the scene
before they arrived.

Andrea LeCkSCheid/WENONAFIAN

Senior Andrew Hokenson (above left) was attacked by an angry squirrel (above right)
Monday afternoon. The attack was instigated when Hokenson walked by the squirrel
with a package of peanut M&Ms. Hokenson fled to a nearby tree (right) to seek safety
from the nut-crazed squirrel.

Student denied by
Playgirl magazine

Freshmen

Staff writer
WENONAHAN

Every man has a dream. Sam Mollenhauer
dreams to someday be a Playgirl magazine model.
He took his first step towards his dream Monday.
He sent his provocative photo portfolio
to
Playgirl magazine's headquarter's in Los Angeles.
Four days later, Mollenhauer received a
response, it read as follows:
Dear Mr. Mollenhauer,
We regret to inform you that we will not be
using your photos in Playgirl Magazine. We have
a very sophisticated system of analyzing submitted
portfolios. We have a panel of 12 elderly ladies in
their mid 60s. Basically, they will be turned on by
about any Joe Schmoe who happens to send us
their portfolio. However; when we gave them your
portfolio, they laughed hysterically for about 20
minutes. We had to bring in sedatives to calm them
down. This has never happened before. We do
hope you keep aiming for that centerfold opportunity, but please don't ever send us anything again.
We would hate to have to press charges. We're
serious.
Sincerely,
Andrea Leekscheid/WENoNAHAN
Editor-in-Chief
Just one of the many photos Sam
Playgirl Magazine
Mollenhauer submitted to Playgirl.

tit

Continued from Page 1

thing that looked as hideous
and dirty as him.”
"That was the last I saw of
him," Morgan said. "And I
want everyone to know I am not
at all tied to Jimmy Pooper, or
whatever the hell his name is, in
any way."
After the harsh realization
that he was a loser; Cooper set
to the streets to find the house
party Lisa Morgan had talked
about.
"I was going to show her
how cool I was," Cooper said,
"I kissed a girl, once, and I

knew all I had to do was show
her how much alcohol I could
hold."
"I had never drank before,
but man I was sure feeling like I
could use a good one after
being rejected like that," Cooper said. "I mean usually girls
tell me they just want to be
friends or that they wash their
hair every Friday night. I have
never been so depressed and
sad in all my life. I wanted to
die."
Cooper said, "Now I will
never get a date after all those

Sheehan

Continued from Page 1

Archeological teams are
constructing tunnels dug by the
imprisoned iguanas in Pasteur
Hall. In their digging, the
iguanas have surfaced smelly
with undergarments and a crop
of turnips.
Building manager Sarah

Blackenwhite, said, "We plan to
still use the hall's existing lobby.
After the iguanas are finished
digging, chutes and ladders will
be added to the floors above and
below ground."
Blackenwhite's
assistant,
Lois
Treetop,
said,
"The

construction of the chutes and
ladders will be simple ... all we
have to do is follow the
directions on the box!"
Construction for the earthen
hall began on the eighth day of
last week and will continue until
it is done.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Housing

Psycholoay and Social Services Majors:

Twin Cities Student Painters is hiring
Operation Mangers and Painters for full-time
summer employment. Starting wages:
Painters $9/hr, Ops Mgrs $11/hr.
Call (651)634-4130 or (888)695-1313 or
access www.tcstudentpainters.com for more
info.

Now Renting for next school year. Have
sleeping rooms, one-, two- and threebedroom apartments and a variety of
houses for next school year. Laurie
Daniel Realty, Property Management
Division; contact Vicki Christenson at
452-0765.

COULD YOUR RESUME USE SOME
WORK EXPERIENCE IN YOUR MAJOR
FEILD? Opportunity Services has an FT
employment or summer Intern position
available at the Harmony site.
Responsibilties incluse supporting
people who are challenged with various
disabilities as they work at their jobs in
the community. Salary range $8.24$11.54. If interested, contact Human
Resources at 1-800-508-7538 or send
resume to Opportunity Services, 1618
W. Third Street, Red Wing, Minnesota.
EOE.

people saw my little package
and hairy ass drunk on beer."
So far Cooper has been right.
He has had no phone calls since
the incident and has been highly ridiculed in every class.
Cooper is currently looking
to attend University of Wisconsin- River Falls next year or
stay at home and work at the
local laundromat.
After
experiences
like
Cooper's and others across the
nation, more and more scientists have started to research
this freshmenitis phenomena.

SUMMER IN CHICAGO

Child care and light house keeping for
suberbian Chicago families. Responsible,
I6ing non-smoker.
Call Northfield Nannies: 847-501-5354

Minnesota Elks Youth Camp near

Brainerd, needs head counselors, cabin
counselors, certified lifeguards,
waterfront people, craft specialist,
naturalist, fishing specialist, music
leader, camp nurse, health aid.
June 13th - Aug14th
good pay + room & board EOE
218-543-5311or 218-963-2223 •

Now Renting for Fall School Term

1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Includes heat, water and trash.
Call: 507-452-9490

M isc.
Log onto the area's newest local
information website, winonaradio.com!
Go to the contest page and you could
win a pair of round-trip airfare tickets to
anywhere Sun Country flies in the
continental U.S. Plus there's features,
news, wheather, sports, and more that's
updated throughout the day. On-air and
now online, we're winonaradio.com!
No Strings Attached: Pupet lover looking
for three-way relationship with
puppeteer. Puppeteer may be male or
female, pupet must be female.
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Marriage by committee
Music department
arranges student
weddings to quell
classmates' gripes;
action welcomed
Lauren Osborne
WENONAHAN

As seniors in Winona State University's music
department, Dustin Moburg and Deanna Dienger
have exchanged greetings in the hallways of the
Performing Arts Center almost every day during
the past four years. But on Saturday afternoon, the
classmates shared a more meaningful exchange as

r
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Dustin Moburg
whirls his new
bride, Deanna
Dienger, around
the dance floor
Saturday at the
Hilltop Ballroom in
Fountain City, Wis.
Their marriage is
the first to result
from a music
department
movement.

allow them to participate in or attend classmates'
weddings. Members of the music department are
known to marry each other after meeting at
Winona State, and there have been at least seven
such marriages in the past three years.
"The number of music students who are dating
or engaged each semester keeps growing," said
Natalie Schoen, a music education student who
conceived the idea for the movement. "It's ridiculous. I can't keep up."
Since fall, Schoen said, she has been asked to
sing at five weddings and finds it difficult to meet
her classmates' demands because of school and
work responsibilities. She is confident, however,
contributed photo
that the committee's recent action will help her prioritize so she can better prepare for each couple's
Although photos from the wedding prove wedding.
they were wed at Central Lutheran Church in
Winona, becoming the first couple inspired by a Moburg and Dienger were all smiles this weekend,
"The system we designed is flawless," Schoen
the couple did not wed voluntarily; they were said. "Now we know who's getting married when
department-wide marriage movement.
"Since we were chosen to go first, we were paired by a newly formed committee led by music — and where — and can plan accordingly."
under a lot of pressure to impress the rest of the department chairman Harry Mechell.
At the end of February, the committee drafted a
The committee was established to address the formal proposal, which outlined the issue and
department," Moburg said. "But everything went
smoothly, and we're really looking forward to the concerns of several music students who'd comSee Marriage, Page 7
plained that their tight rehearsal schedules did not
rest of the weddings."
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I Joining forces
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"This is, without a doubt, the most avant-garde study the
service has undertaken this century."

Students, local biologists
engage in sea monkey study
Lauren Osborne
WENONAHAN

To fulfill requirements for
an independent study, a sextuplet of Winona State University students has joined the
local branch of -che U.S. Fish
and Wildlife S&vice in an
effort to revive and assimilate
sea monkeys to the Mississippi
River environment.
Scientifically known as
artemia salina, sea monkeys are
a brand of brine shrimp typically found to thrive in salt lakes
and pools on salt evaporation
flats. However, the environmental conditions created by
the Hiawatha Valley in Winona
have led area biologists to
believe sea monkeys could be
bred here and eventually
released into the Mississippi
River.
"This is, without a doubt,
the most avant-garde study the
service has undertaken this
century," said Jeff Young, a
biologist with Winona's Fish
and Wildlife Service.
Despite resounding disapproval from his colleagues,
Young recruited William "Big
Bill" Anderson, whose genetic
work with sea monkeys gained
scientific universal acclaim last
year and led to the crustaceans'
use as bait by the top fishermen
in the United States. After
recognizing the inherent value
of the local sea monkey study,
Anderson took a sabbatical
from his own ventures in Lake
Villa, Ill., to lead Winona's
research team.
"Anyone with half a brain
wouldn't let an opportunity like
this slip through his fingers,"
he said. "If the team pulls
.41137/MFMOZWY .4.7//40MY/AlrlY/

through on this, it will put
Winona on the map as one of
the nation's most advanced
biological research centers."
Anderson's confidence fell a
notch last month after the federal government denied funds
for the study. Without federal
backing, he said, the team
could not purchase adequate
equipment or recruit personnel
outside the Midwest.
Enter Bekki "Mom" Anderson, a Winona State senior
public relations student — and
daughter of sea monkey mogul
Big Bill.
Whether by coincidence or
stroke of fate, the WSU Registrar's Office last week notified
Bekki she was three credits
short of meeting spring graduation requirements. Frenzied
and frustrated, Bekki phoned
her father, who is known as an
overflowing source of practical
wisdom even outside the realm
of sea monkey science. Big Bill
in turn explained his dilemma
and invited Bekki to join his
research team.
"Even though he doesn't
always act like it, my dad is the
smartest man on Earth," she
said. "I don't know what I
would've done if the team
hadn't been faced with this
funding obstacle."
Because of his professional
status, Big Bill claims most of
the credit for the scientific
advancements he recently
made in the sea monkey world.
He acknowledges, however,
that Bekki was instrumental in
his success. Last December,
when Bekki was visiting home
during winter break from
WSU, she developed a
See Monkeys, Page 6
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JEFF YOUNG, local biologist
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Lauren Osborne
WENONAHAN

Brian Hanson/WENONAHAN

Bekki Anderson, Winona State senior, observes a tank of sea monkeys
being used in a joint study between WSU students and the Winona
branch of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
,
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A last-minute extension of this year's
Lyceum Series will allow the Energizer
Bunny to speak at 7 p.m. Thursday in Winona
State University's Somsen Hall Auditorium.
Titled "Keep on Going and Going and
0 Going," the bunny's
motivational speech will
focus on college students' general lack of
enthusiasm for attending
class, writing papers and
studying and offer sound
solutions for boosting
classroom morale.
"I wouldn't have been
able to sleep soundly
Bunny
knowing I'd willingly
missed this once-in-alifetime opportunity," said Nancy Kay Peterson of the grants and sponsored projects
office.
Late last week, Peterson had received an
e-mail from the Energizer icon and instinctively deleted it before reading it as she does
0 with most spam mail she receives. She continued to read her daily messages, she said, when
she was overcome by a strange sensation,
prompting her to retrieve the message from
4 her e-mail program's trash can and read it
thoroughly. The bunny had sent a forward to
all Midwestern universities advertising his
motivational tour.
"I have no doubt it was a sign from God,"
Peterson said.
The Energizer Bunny, affectionately
known simply as Bunny among relatives,
close friends and devoted fans, has been writing and speaking for years. He has published
three books, including "Marching to the Beat
of a Different Drummer," "In the Pink" and
"Keep on Going," from which Thursday's
speech will be excerpted. He has also written
several articles for professional communications and psychology journals and spoken at
colleges and universities across the nation.
Bunny's current tour spans 14 states, including Illinois and Minnesota.
Admission to the presentation is free, and
donations will not be accepted; Bunny doesn't
have pockets.

J
Fat feast: First American Dinner set for Friday

Stacy Booth

The deep fryers in the Jack Kane Dining
Center will be used to prepare food for the
American Dinner Friday.

Energizer icon
to stop at WSU
during tour

Winona State University's USA Association is
putting together the final touches for its first
American Dinner. The theme for the dinner is
"Fat, Fashion and Fun: A Taste of America."
"We tried to come up with a variety of food
that reflects the variety of people in the United
States," said Jean Prokott, USAA secretary and
freshman at WSU. "I think we have been fairly
successful at it."

The menu for the dinner has something for
everyone, Prokott said. It includes deep-fat fried
chicken wing% deep-fat fried fish, deep-fat fried
onion rings, ,french fries, potato skins, grilled
cheese sandwiches and Spaghetti-Os. Everything
will be conveniently served buffet style. "It's easier and a little more American that way," said
Prokott.
Gene Somers, a sophomore, is the president of
USAA. He will be serving his own specialty: barbecue. Besides the aforementioned foods, there
will be a BBQ on the patio of the East Cafeteria.

Hamburgers, hot dogs and bratwursts (with or
without sauerkraut) will be made specifically to
order.
"Everyone likes their burgers a little bit different, so we're going to try to accommodate for
that," said Somers. "We want to make this dinner
a fun experience for everyone."
Also on tap for the evening is a wide variety of
entertainment, including fashion shows and
dances throughout the ages of America.
See Dinner, Page 6
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Leonhardt receives Pulitzer Prize
Amanda Leonhardt, a feature writer for the
Winonan, has been awarded the Pulitzer Prize
for her investigative report on the Green Bay
Packers.
Leonhardt discovered, over the course of a
16-week investigation, the reason for the PackWSU to hold Poe look-alike contest
In honor of one of America's greatest poets, ers' poor record this season is that the team had
the WSU English department will be hosting an not been taking enough trips to Taco Bell.
"The situation has been rectified," said
Edgar Allan Poe look-alike contest at 7 p.m.
Packer
head coach Mike Sherman. "Thank God
Tuesday in the Smaug. Any student may enter,
Leonhardt
came along and saved our season."
and the first prize will be a $1,000 gift certifiThis
is
Leonhardt's first Pulitzer Prize. She
cate to the bookstore.
is
20.
In
the
remainder of her career, Leonhardt
Participants are encouraged to arrive drunk
hopes
to
solve
world hunger, find peace in the
and to practice passing out in gutters. The dirtiMiddle
East
and
build an amusement park
est, oldest and darkest looking contestant will
based off of "Whoville" from the recent Jim
win.
Carrey movie, "The Grinch Who Stole Christmas."
Professors bare it all for Watkins
Watkins Art Gallery will be featuring an
exhibit of nude portraits of various WSU UPAC to host porn series
Starting at 7 p.m. Saturday, UPAC will run a
professors later this month.
This unique art display is intended to give series of porn movies in Somsen Auditorium.
students a deeper understanding of their There will be a weekly showing of a different
instructors while also teaching them a little porn until the end of the school year.
"We decided to run a porn series to relieve
about the wonderful world of art. The exhibit
stress students are feeling from finals," said Joe
will be free and open to the pubic.
Reed, UPAC advisor.
A panel of UPAC members chose the
Wenonah Players to relocate
"Yo yo waz-up," said Clinton Jeffrey, mem- movies last month.
Movies will run every Saturday until the end
ber of the new Wenonah Play-ahz. "Tell yo
mamma to hold on ta her panties, the Play-ahz of the semester and are free.
are comin' ta her hood. The Wenonah Play-ahz
got it goin' on, y'all!"
Wenonah Players recruit members
Due to a lack of interest in their organizaThe group, formerly the Wenonah Players of
WSU, has decided to take its show on the road tion, members of the Wenonah Players secured
and head off to Cabrini Green next fall. The new members last weekend at the Minnesota
decision was made in order to allow theater stu- Zoo.
After much deliberation, the Players decided
dents a taste of culture in their undergraduate
to recruit sloths into their ranks. The sloths
studies.
were chosen for their incredible acting ability
and long arms.
Dylan to visit music department
"The long arms are going to be incredibly
Bob Dylan, renowned composer and folksinger, will visit WSU's music department beneficial," said senior Ryan Heinritz. "They
Monday. Dylan will participate in workshops, will be able to reach halfway across the stage
lectures and an evening concert on the PAC for props."
Mainstage. Tickets will be free to all flower
children on campus.
History department to change books
As a favor to bored students, the WSU
history department is re-writing history texts.
Lopez to teach jazz dance in fall
Movie star and singing sensation Jennifer Department chair Alex Yard assigned each
Lopez, also known as J-Lo, will be taking over faculty member a decade to "spice up."
jazz dance classes for the WSU dance departDuring a department meeting last month, the
ment next semester.
issue of students' lack of interest in history
J-Lo said she is looking forward to sharing arose. In an attempt to increase the number of
her dancing expertise with "all the college students pursuing a history major, faculty will
studs at WSU."
be making all books "more interesting."
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Monkeys
fascination for the creatures and
spent most of her vacation
observing them. Prompted by
her instinctive mom-like qualities, Bekki often talked to and
cuddled with the sea monkeys
after their rigorous day-time routines — something Big Bill
neglected to do. This nightly nurturing, however, calmed the sea
monkeys and bolstered their
immune systems against the
harsh chemicals Big Bill was
adding to their tank.
"I never really thought I was
doing anything extraordinary,"
Bekki said. "I just started hanging out with the sea monkeys at
night, and they seemed to
respond really well. So I kept
doing it."
While the addition of Bekki
to the local research team dramatically cut costs, the nature of
the study required personnel to
conduct both field work and lab
work, the latter of which can be

Continued from Page 5
performed only be experienced
researchers. This time, Bekki
had an idea. Because Big Bill's
sea monkey discoveries boosted
his fame and his income, he
offered this year to finance her
apartment in Winona Manor, at
Johnson and Wabasha streets.
"My roommates really
'appreciate Dad's generosity and
have been looking for a way to
re-pay him," Bekki said. "This is
perfect."
Bekki shared her idea with
her roommates and a few close
friends, all of whom agreed to
help Big Bill and join the
research team as field work technicians.
"I couldn't believe it when
Big Bill told the study was a go,"
Young said. "The warmth of
these students is felt by all of us
at the service."
Five of Bekki's roommates
and friends contacted the
registrar about their work and

coordinated an independent
study, for which they also will
obtain three academic credits.
Maria Kujawa, a WSU junior,
will be studying the effect of
local music on the creatures and
examining the correlation
between length of exposure and
time required for full assimilation to Winona waters; Deanna
Dienger, a senior, will cooperate
with the Andersons to design
evening nurturing sessions based
on the viewing of old movies
featuring singer/actress Julie
Andrews; Tristan Irhke, a senior,
will coordinate and 'supervise the
sea monkeys' breeding sessions
and examine their parental
instincts; Jake Schrandt, also a
senior, will compare the effects
of clear versus tinted aquarium
glass on the sea monkeys'
reproductive behavior; and Tony
Rydberg will serve as the
sea monkeys' tutor and big
brother.

Dinner
"We're going to have a type
of fun history lesson through
fashion and dance," Somers said.
"America is rich with diversity
and we're going to try to bring
that out."
Dances for the night include a
square dance, break dancing, a
hip-hop influenced dance and a
grunge influenced mosh pit
session. Each member of the
USAA is involved in this portion
of the dinner, Prokott explained.
"Everyone wrote down their
first, second and third choices,
and we divvied it up," she said.
"Each different dance has been
meeting at least twice a week to
pick out music and work on the
choreography."
After each dance, there will
be a fashion show, making an
interesting timeline of American
events, Prokott stated. There will

2001 ii,201 02
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Continued from Page 5
be everything from Victorian
dresses to the skater look.
"It was a lot of fun to find the
different outfits and put everything together," Somers said.
"The fashion show should prove
interesting."
To end the dinner, the USAA
will be serving an American
favorite: homemade apple pie.
"We're going to have warm
apple pie and ice cream as a fun
end to what should be a great
night," Prokott said. "It's going
to be lots of fun."
The dinner is set for 7 p.m.
Friday in the East Cafeteria of
Kryzsko Commons. Tickets for
the dinner are $9.99 and can be
purchased in the lower hyphen or
at the door.
For more information, contact
the USA Association by calling
the university switchboard.

THE DETAILS
■ WHAT: Winona State
University's first
American Dinner.
■ WHO: The dinner is
sponsored by the USA
Assocation but is open
to the public.
■ WHEN: 7 p.m. Friday.
■ WHERE: East Cafeteria of WSU's Kryzsko
Commons.
■ TICKETS: Tickets
cost $9.99 for all ages
and will be available in
the lower hyphen or at
the door.
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The time has come to secure
parking for 2001-2002

Applications are available now

Applications will be sent to all current permit

holders

Submit your application for the spring process
now through May 31

yt

2001

Current gold permit holders may renew

Additional parkins information:
PHONE: 457-5062
EMAIL: park@vax2.winona.msus.edu
WEBSITE: www.winona.msus.edu/parking
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MICHAEL
CANAVINO
Technology
columnist

Laptop
vendor
chosen
Winona State has chosen a
new vendor for the laptop
program. And, due to my authority, I was able to get a glimpse at
the new technology and chat
with the inventor of the system,
Al Gore. Although Dell, Gateway, IBM, HP and Apple had
very good offerings, the university will be going with a latecomer to the contest, ENIAC.
Anyone who has taken a computer history class will remember fondly the name ENIAC.
Abbreviated from Electronic
Numerical Integrator And Cornputer, the name just cries Laptop
University. According to its Web
site, "It spanned 150 feet in
width with 20 banks of flashing
lights indicating the results of its
computations. ENIAC could add
5,000 numbers or do 14 10-digit
multiplications in a second —
dead slow by present-day standards but fast compared with the
same task performed on a hand
calculator."
To save space, we'll be getting the lesser-known PENIACs,
or PortableENIAC, developed
for spies during the Cold War.
Measuring a mere 5x1x2 feet,
they
come
with
solidstate castor
wheels
for
easy
transportation
across camMy Own
pus. Weighing in at Hon-Uirtual
500 pounds, a
Space
little heavier
than the 5-pound Gateway, the
computer itself isn't all that
heavy.
Gore explained, "The actual
computing part is quite small,
but the freeon-run refrigeration
system adds a lot of weight. You
need it though, since the system
tends to run around 200 degrees
Fahrenheit after just a few
minutes of use."
Don't worry about playing
your "Destiny's Child" MP3s,
though. The PENIAC has a single speaker capable of producing
eight distinct tones, more than
enough for any frequent Napster
user. There is, however, no keyboard or screen, which lessens
the total weight of the system.
Since many students complained about lack of a floppy
drive on this year's model, the
school decided to change that.
The PENIACs have two floppy
drives, both of them taking
punch cards.
"While they only store 65k of
data, the floppy drives you know
today just weren't invented back
in 1946," Gore said. As for hard
drive storage, the university
decided to go all out; it bought
the deluxe models with a whopping 500 kilobytes of storage.
"With careful use, you should
be able to punch out a one-page
Word document in only two
days," Gore proudly stated.
In regards to network support,
Gore said, "Network? What's
that, some kind of Communist
program to infiltrate these great
48 United States?" Of course, the
PENIACs will have no network
capabilities since the ARPANET
project wasn't founded until the
1960s.
As for faculty members, they
will be receiving first-generation
PaImPilots, which providing
about 500 times the computing
power of the students' PENIACS
and weighing just a few ounces;
the CIS department thought this
was more than enough for
managing grades and course
material for any department.

Reach Michael Canavino at
winonantech@yahoo.corn.
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Warm water, cold water, frozen water: Oh, the possibilities
With the thousands of new products
on the market every year, it becomes
more and more difficult to decide what
food is "the best." It has to be tasty, easy
to prepare, versatile, timeless and exciting. So what single food is all of this?
Simple. Water.
In school we were all told the Earth
was about 75 percent water, so we know
it's available. If you've ever tasted it, you
know how rewarding and delicious it is.
But when it comes to serving, many
people fall into traps. Served in a glass.
Served in a mug:Why don't people serve
water in bowls? Why don't they serve
water in flower pots?
Don't be afraid to get creative when
serving water. While delicious solo, there
are limitless ways to serve water. For a
classic appeal try water with ice cubes, or
try cylinders as a fun twist. If you get
cylinders with the hole through the
length, you can skewer them on straws.
Speaking of straws, they make an
exciting addition to a glass of water.
Switch it up between straight straws,
bendy straws, colored straws, cocktail .

straws, twisted straws and straws with
small cartoon characters attached. Use
multiple straws at one time.
For the feel of a restaurant, use
crushed ice to cool your water. Plan your
next refrigerator purchase around this
feature. Or go to restaurants with coolers
and request glasses of ice (no water).
Explain it's a weird obsession with chewing ice. Once the server leaves, dump the
ice in the cooler and request another
glass. If you're lucky, the server may
bring you a pitcher of ice.
Speaking of restaurants, water makes
both a great entrée and dessert.
Don't limit yourself to cold water
either. Warm water makes for warm turn-

mies on a slushy Minnesota spring day. Lukewarm water works well
MISSY
for those who prefer to
TEFF
play the middle. Freeze
water in Popsicle trays
Food
for delicious ice pops.
columnist
Boil water in a small,
sanitary room and you
can lick your tasty water
treat off the walls. Try it at your next
party!
Water trays, instead of cliched meat
and cheese of fruit trays, also make a nice
addition to the party. Serve a variety of
shapes for you guests' snacking pleasure.
Buy several different brands of bottled
water at a grocery store and have a water
tasting party instead of boring wine tasting. If you're celebrating Easter, fill plastic eggs with water.
Water leftovers are never a problem.
Because of its amazing chemical properties, water will stay fresh for an incredibly long time. Water can be stored in a
cool, dry place or on a warm, humid windowsill. And don't worry about polluting

the environment; water can be safely
poured down your kitchen sink.
If you tire of water and find your
refrigerator or cupboard is still stocked,
remember that water is amazingly versatile. As crazy as it may sound, this
scrumptious treat can also be used to fill
swimming pools or bathtubs. It can also
be frozen and applied to injuries to
reduce swelling. Fill a plastic spray bottle
with water to tame and style hair — a
much nicer alternative to the creepy "egg
yolks improve hair shine" suggestion.
If you haven't explored the delicacy
water is, now's the time. This is one tasty_
treat you'll want to keep in your house.
Reach Missy Teff at fooddiva@
hotmail.corn.

Try this: water
2 hydrogen atoms
1 oxygen atom
Combine.
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OLD AND IN THE WAY

`Those darn kids'
Hey you kids, get away from
there! I know where you live!
Darn kids, always gettin' into
things they shouldn't! 1 oughta
call the cops, that's what I
oughta do!
Anyway, I remember it was
back in '83 it was. I'll tell you,
we had music back then, Duran
Duran, Michael Jackson. That
was music, not that crap they
listen to today. Limp Bizkit!
What the heck's that! If I want a
Limp Bizkit, I'll go to the
Smaug!
Hey! Didn't I tell you kids to
get way from there! Darn kids!
Hey, could you do me favor?
Could your run down to the
store and get me a pack of
smokes, some beer and some
lottery tickets? Thanks, I'll - pay
you back tomorrow.
So, where was I? Oh yeah,
So I get on the charter bus for
the casino and they put a video
on. It was "Stripes" for God's
sake! Now, that's comedy. Bill
Murray, now that guy makes me
laugh.
You know what I saw on the
MTV the other day? A guy coverin' himself with meat and
throwin' himself on the grill.
What did you say that was
called? "Jackass!" Boy! There's

Hardcover fiction
1."lot to Die: The
Courageous Mosquito"

0

by James Patterson
2. "The Irish Setter's

New York
Times
bestsellers

Dog Turd" by Amy Tan

JON
Pocs
Columnist

N
a good name for it. Why don't
they take that crap off and put
on some videos for god's sake!
Isn't it called "Music Television" not, "Some Damn Moron
Throwin' Himself on a Grill
Television"?
Now, where was I? Oh yeah,
I was at the mall the other day
pickin' up my medicine and the
kid behind the counter, a guy no
less, had his ears, nose and lip
pierced! And that's just what I
could see! God knows what else
he had pierced! And here he
was, workin' the counter at the
store, where everybody could
see him!
Ah, jeez! Those darn kids
are comin' back. Hand me that
baseball bat! No, I'm not goin'
to use it, just wanna scare 'ern.
Hey, could you do me a favor
and get me them smokes now?
Reach Jon Pike at profpike@yahoo.corn.

5. "Easy Chico"
by John Sandford

Paperback
nonfiction
1."A Charge to my Dad's
Credit Card"

3. "A Darkness More

Dummies" by Dalai Lama

Than Night: The Inside

4. "He-Man's Sword: A

of Your Closet"

History of Men in Tights"

by Michael Connelly

by James Carroll

4. "A Day Late and an

5. "The Darwin Awards:

3. "Desire of the

Inch Short: This Midget's

Stupid Stuff'

Everlasting Sandals: The

Life" by Terry McMillan

by Wendy Northcutt

World before and After

5. "Edge of the Toilet"

Paperback fiction

Birkenstocks (Hinges of

by Jack Higgins

1."Battle Bots: Sibling

History (Paper), Vol. 3)

Hardcover

Rivalry" by Dale brown

by Thomas Cahill

nonfiction

2. "Cribbage to the

4. "Galileo's Eyebrow: A

1."Elmo (Ostrich Lives)"

Death" by J.D. Robb

Historical Memoir of

by Karen Armstrong

3. "The Brothel"

Science, Faith and Love"

2. "If They'd Only Poo" by

by John Grisham

by Dava Sobel

Chyna and Michael Angeli

4. "Ladle and All"

5. "Pollyanna: I'm a Wuss"

3. "Happiness for

by James Patterson

by Amanda Foreman

by George W. Bush
2. "A Child Called 'It': A
Biography of Jon Pike"
by David Pelzer

Editors'picks: POOP SERIES
III "If They'd Only Poo"

-

A riveting and poignant look into the lives

of constipated citizens.

■ "The Irish Setter's Dog Turd"

-

A riveting and poignant look into

the world of constipated Irish Setters.

Marriage

Continued from Page 5

offered a feasible solution: Each music
student would choose a number from a
hat, find its match and marry the keeper
of the matching number on a date designated by the committee.
Upon reviewing the document, College of Liberal Arts Dean Peter Henderson promptly returned the proposal to
Mechell's desk; "approved" was stamped
in bright red, capital letters at the top of
the page.
"I knew it was a longshot," Mechell
said. "And I knew the students would be
terribly disappointed if Mr. Henderson
didn't approve our proposed measures.
I'm so glad Peter's on our side. It's obvious he genuinely values our students'
happiness."
Henderson commended the committee's problem-solving skills and said he

•

FREE
C.

has no doubt about the success of what he
calls the "marriage-by-number" system.
"During the course of my career as an
educator, I have never before witnessed
such sharp critical thinking skills," Henderson said. "These students are amazing. I'm proud to be at Winona State University."
Fortunately for Mechell, the majority
of music students have welcomed the
proposal as a surefire solution to their
scheduling conflicts. Schoen was able to
sing at the Dienger-Moburg wedding,
and all but two of the couple's invitees
attended the weekend ceremony and
reception; Cory Franson and Bethany
Fransen, who were conveniently yet
coincidentally paired by the No. 17 early
last week, had to miss the festivities to
begin planning their own wedding, which
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uled to marry April 28 at St. Martin's.
"How am I supposed to deal with
this?" Mehner asked, pointing at her
fiance. "Had my insight been invited by
the committee, I could have prevented
what will no doubt become one of the
biggest mistakes of my life."
While Mehner is skeptical about the
mate she was assigned, Moburg and
Dienger, both still acting very much like
spirited newly-weds, are optimistic about
their future together and thank the
committee, the music department and the
university for giving their friendship a
chance to bloom.
"I never imagined my life would take
such a sudden turn like this," Dienger
said. "But if Dustin and I can pull off a
wedding in two weeks, I have faith that
we can accomplish anything."
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is set for Friday evening at Central
Lutheran. Theirs will be the second since
the number system was installed.
"I'm happy with the way things turned
out," Fransen said. "I kinda had my eye
on a cello player, but this way I don't
have to change my name."
Despite the system's overwhelming
acceptance, there are a few students who
•are disappointed with their soon-to-be
mates and upset with the committee for
not including other department members
in its decision.
Katherine Mehner, whose No. 85
matched that of fellow band member
Steve Hemmelman, is concerned that
Hemmelman's biggest vice — playing
trivia nightly at Jefferson Pub and Grill
— won't lend to the development of a
stable relationship. The two are sched-

One day only!!
Bring in your old tests,
papers and assignment to the
lower hyphen and get cash!
Papers - determined by length and
original grade recieved

All contestants should meet in the
presidents office today at noon!
•

Tests -

$100

each

Assignments - ranging from

$50

$25-

depending on how many points
they are worth
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Teen girls mourn over Backstreet's breakup
Throngs of jubilant revelers
have cloggecithe streets of every
major city in the world, while
teen-age girls have been committing suicide at an alarming rate
for the past three days. Teen-pop
sensations, The Backstreet Boys,
have decided to call it quits after
a source close to the band
revealed that the group had no
talent.
Pete Johnson, cousin and
confidant of Backstreet Boy
A.J. McLean, confirmed this
not-so-shocking revelation to
reporters gathered outside his
cousin's home yonday. Johnson's move shocked the band
and its myriad followers, but the
announcement came as no shock
to everyone who is not a girl
from the age of 12 to 16. Johnson
told reporters that despite the
band's ability to sell more than a
million records in a little over a
week, the band actually has no
talent.
"Yeah, those guys have a few
dance moves, but other than a
remarkable ability to create
raving lunatics out of innocent
13-year-old girls, they have
absolutely no talent," Johnson
said.
The announcement prompted
an even more shocking development from the Backstreet Boys •
camp. Hours after Johnson's
statements to reporters, the
Backstreet Boys' management•
team announced the band had
decided to break up, much to the
dismay of Carson Daly, MTV,
Teen People Magazine, Bo?)

Throngs of jubilant
revelers have clogged
the streets of every
major city in the
world, while teen-age
girls have been
committing suicide at
en alarming rate for
the past three days.
Magazine and your little sister.
"While the Backstreet Boys
deny this horrible allegation,
they have decided that it would
be better for the whole world if
they end their work together as a
band," said Backstreet
spokesman Bobby "Big Dawg"
Pooche.
The Backstreet Boys' management has declined to comment for this story and has not
spoken with the media since
Pooche's press conference.
Reaction from the Backstreet
Boy's themselves varied.
Backstreet's elder statesman,
Brian Littrell, welcomed the
breakup as an opportunity to
explore his faith.
"I was getting tired of trying
to cover up the fact that we had

no talent, and now that I am
going to get away from the
hedonistic lifestyle of the music
industry, I can devote my time to
my lord and savior Jesus Christ,"
Littrell said.
Sources close to Nick Carter,
often referred to as "the cute
Backstreet Boy," say Carter has
been holed up in his bedroom,
clutching his teddy bear and
sobbing uncontrollably. The
sources say Carter's family realizes he is an absolute waste of
skin, but they are concerned
people will discover that his
14-year-old brother, Aaron, who
has actually recorded an album
himself, has no talent either.
McLean, the self-described
"bad boy" of the Backstreet
Boys, was bewildered by his
cousin's announcement.
"My cousin said what?"
McLean asked.
McLean then insisted that
reporters feel his biceps and
facial hair and promised that he
was going to get another tattoo to
prove that he is not a "weenie."
Howie Dorough has refused
to comment for this story but
made a brief press appearance
yesterday to express his sorrow.
"Just because I'm a grown
man named Howie doesn't mean
that I don't have any talent,"
Dorough said.
The group's Kevin Richardson was upbeat about the Backstreet's demise.
"I'm surprised that it took this
long for somebody to call us on
our lack of talent. We totally

suck, and I'm glad that we can
stop subjecting people to that
chunky poop that we try to pass
off as music," Richardson said.
When asked what he was
going to do now, Richardson told
reporters that he had always
wanted to be a fireman and that
he was going to give it a try.
While the hearts of Backstreet
Boys fans are breaking all over
the world, enemies of the Backstreet Boys are lauding Johnson,
who revealed the shocking news,
as a hero.
Fans gathered outside of rival
boy band N'SYNC's Orlando
rehearsal studio could hear
irritatingly high-pitched laughter
from inside, as the breakup was
announced on MTV.
N'SYNC member Justin Timberlake applauded Johnson's
courage and invited Backstreet's
fans to "come on over to flavor
country." Timberlake was also
overheard saying, "Now there is
no one to stop us from taking
over the world."
N'SYNCer Lance Bass also
lauded Johnson's move.
"Everyone knows that those
losers had no talent. It's about
time that somebody had the balls
to stand up to them. I know I
never would have," Bass said.
Sadly, since the announcement widespread suicide among
teen-age girls, despondent over
the band's collapse, is being
reported. There have been
102 of these cases reported in the
United States alone. While parents are scrambling to console

from allwall.com

"I was getting tired of trying to cover up the
fact that we had no talent, and now that I am
going to get away from the hedonistic lifestyle of
the music industry, I can devote my time to my
lord and savior Jesus Christ."
BRIAN LITTRELL
former Backstreet Boy

their daughters, many are
relieved the band is parting.
"I'm concerned about my
daughter, but I am so glad that I
will never have to listen to new
material from those guys ever
again," said a New Jersey father
who did not wish to be named.
Johnson, who plans to go into
hiding until the storm over his
announcement dies down, had
one final press conference to

explain why he decided to blow
the whistle on the Backstreet
Boys.
"I couldn't stand it anymore.
They were actually referring to
themselves as a band," he said.
"They don't play instruments or
write their own music, and a
retarded sloth could write better
lyrics than they can."
Reach
Mark Liedel
wakko333@hotmail. corn.

at

Dancers accept internship at strip club
Sara Bolstad
WENONAHAN

a

Scott Haraldson/WENoNAHAN

(Clockwise from left) Shannon Passaglia, Becky Skozek and Jen Powless, along with
Briana Goedel, not pictured,
begin their internships June 1 at the Four Mile.

Four Winona State University dance students
will be showing a little more than leg this summer.
After a recruiter spotted the quartet table dancing at a party, senior Becky Skozek, juniors Briana
Goedel and Shannon Passaglia and sophomore
Jen Powless earned summer internships at Four
Mile Inc., a strip joint in Fountain City, Wis.
"This is going to be a really valuable experience," Skozek said. "Throughout our dance
careers at WSU, we've always been told positions
at the Four Mile were reserved only for the best."
After a brief meeting with the owner and some
of the current dancers, the four women accepted
the opportunity and began training Friday night.
Training consisted of three sessions: Sensuality,
costuming and self defense. The sensuality session, held Friday, included lessons on stage strutting, stripping and shooting alluring looks at audience members. The costuming session, also held
Friday, included tips on wardrobe selection, sequin
and feather placement and inconspicuous enhancement techniques. Finally, the self defense session,
held Saturday, taught the dancers how to fend off
drunkards, sex fiends and jealous wives.
"The most difficult part about the training was
nailing the pole techniques," Goedel said. "At the
end of the session, we were tested on pole swinging, butt clenching and our relationship with the
pole itself."
Passaglia agreed: "I know I can dance, but that
darn pole kept messing me up."
Aside from the pole dancing courses, none of
the students found the training sessions to be terribly difficult; all four of them have a strong dance
ackground.
A panel of judges, consisting of regular Four-

"The most difficult part about the
training was nailing the pole
techniques."
BRIANA GOEDEL
WSU dance student

Mile customers, cited stage presence as the
dancers' biggest weakness.
"They looked pretty nervous," said Steve
Bobrowski, who admits frequenting the Four Mile
nightly. "But they seemed to respond well to
coaching. They'll be dancing to a full house in no
time."
Passaglia said she welcomed the costume session after the stress of learning to work the stage.
While some costumes appeared reasonably tame
— such as leather mini skirts and sequin-studded
crop tops — others, she said, were quite exotic.
"The see-through thongs were probably the
scariest accessories we had to choose from," she
said.
Although in good spirits throughout most of the
training sessions, the dancers' confidence level
dropped while trying on different outfits.
"I'm used to guys staring at me, but the whole
stripping thing ... I don't know how my mom is
going to react to this one," Powless said.
After several more rehearsals, the dancers felt
comfortable with their new job and began perfecting their moves. They even named themselves The
Flashing Four.
"If we're going to go through with this, we
might as well have fun with it," Goedel said.
The students will debut their new moves June 1.

Answers to religious questions found in Grouchism
This year has been a hard one
for me. I seem to feel nothing but
pain, and the solutions I seek
seem to be alluding me.
' But I have found faith again.
And it was revealed to me in the
most unlikely, person possible: I
have found faith in Oscar the
Grouch. Yep, that mean, crabby,
garbage-can dweller has opened
my eyes to a
whole new
world.
Not many
people know
this, since
Sesame Street
is 'oat?! to
Pky P14144
admit it and
I QIVAI Yo'4
lose its funding, but Oscar
has started his
own religion, and I am now a
proud card-carrying member of
Grouchism.
If you meet our criteria, it's

KATE
IIICHOTT

Columnist

actually easy to become a member. First, you must bow down
to Oscar and tell him he is the
man. After that, you just need to
complain — a lot. Optimists are
not allowed into this religion:
We're selective as hell, and if
you're not a pessimist, don't
even bother trying to join.
One of the founding beliefs
of Grouchism is that Oscar is
always right. He can do or say
no wrong. Now I know the little
green dude complains a lot, but
so does every other person in this
world. I mean, do you ever hear

someone talking about how good
things are in the world?
Services are one big bitchfest. We sit around and complain
about what's wrong in the world
and then point out who's to
blame. We, of course, are blameless. We blame our parents for all
our problems and our friends for
not looking out for us when we
get totally trashed every weekend. We blame our significant
others for our low self-esteem
and blame popular culture for
making us feel like we're ugly.
We blame our elected officials for the problems of the
world, except for George W.
Bush, who is actually a minister
of Grouchism. Some of you
might think he's too conservative
for such a liberal religion, but if
you look at his environmental
policies, you'll see how he fits
right in. Dubya seeks to ruin the
environment in any way he can.
ti

Just check out his plans for
drilling for oil in Alaska. Don't
let him know, but we're going to
present him with a dented,
smelly garbage can to put in the
Oval Office in honor of his good
work toward our cause.
Oscar usually gives a stellar
sermon. I don't think I'll ever
forget his last one. It was about
the need to make people feel
worthless and unneeded. We
don't recognize special talents in
Grouchism. In fact, we don't
support diversity at all. We want
everyone to be the exact same.
Everyone must believe the same
thing. There is no room for challenges. People who dare question the wise and powerful Oscar
have to stand in a garbage can
while everyone else throws trash
at and insults them for an hour.
Although cruel, my newfound
belief in Grouchism has made
me believe I am in the right pro.

fession. Journalists never report
anything positive. We're all
unscrupulous, immoral bottomdwellers who want to make
things seem worse than they
really are.
I relish this aspect of my job. I
love ticking people off and making them think their lives are dismal. It hasn't been a productive
day if I haven't made at least one
negative contribution to the
world. Grouchism has made me
realize I need to spread anger,
distrust and mayhem all over the
world, so I'm going to become a
staff reporter for the National
Inquirer after graduating.
This is not a religion for
everyone. If this sounds like the
type of thing you can believe in,
stop by our next service. Bring
plenty of things to whine about,
and you'll fit right in.
Reach Kate Schott via
campus e-mail at kschott8l50.

CALL
YOUR
MOTHER
Tell her you're an
organ and tissue
donor.
(After that you can
ask for money)
Sponsored by:
College Donor
Awareness Project 2000
Student Health Service

Call your mother
and say hi

INSIDE
The Vancouver Grizzlies announce they're
moving to Winona State University.
See Page 10.
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Wenonahan exclusive

WSU mascot involved in sex scanda
Mike Kaebisch
SPECIAL ED TO

MJ turns
down WSU
because of
KQAL abuse

THE WENONAHAN

Rumors of alleged sexual
misconduct by the Winona
State University mascot,
Wahzoo, have been floating
around for the last four
months.
The first hard evidence,
however, to support the
claims of many of the fans
in attendance at the Warriors Nov. 11 football game
against the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point
has surfaced.
A series of pictures,
which include Wahzoo and
the UW-Stevens Point
Pointer, have been released
to the public the pictures'
content is shocked many.
The photos show the
Pointer on its knees,
appearing to be performing
a sexual act on Wahzoo,
while on the sidelines of the
Nov. 11 game at the
Metrodome in Minneapolis,
Minn.
"I'm
saddened
and
embarrassed by the actions
of Wahzoo," WSU Athletics
Director Larry Holstad said.
Holstad, who is also a
wide receivers coach for the
Warriors and was in attendance at the Nov. 11 game,
said he had heard rumors,
but since he was there and
didn't see anything that
resembled the actions peoJenny Butler/WENONAHAN
ple had described, he had
dismissed the claims as The Winona State University mascot, Wahzoo, engages in some questionable sideline antics with the University
hearsay.
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Pointer Nov. 11 at the Metrodome in Minneapolis. Both Wahzoo and the Pointer are
See Sex Scandal, Page 10

on probation until more information surfaces to what occurred between the two mascots during the game.

Football team pulls out victory over Vikings
Jason Schulte
WENONAHAN

In the last three years, the Minnesota
Vikings football team has reached the
NFC Championship Game twice, only to
lose both times.
The disappointing thing is that in both
of the losses, the Vikings found an interesting way to lose each of them: choking
late in the game (1999 to Atlanta) and
not showing up and playing like a junior
high football team (2001 to NY Giants).
Coupled with the fact the Vikings
have lost all four Super Bowls they've
been in, a person would figure all their
most disappointing and embarrassing
losses have been mentioned.
Not so fast.
After the loss to the Giants, the
Vikings, still feeling confident in themselves, decided to scrimmage a local college team to feel that they're still an
NFL-quality team. They agreed on
Winona State University.
When word reached Tom Sawyer,
WSU football coach and lifelong Packer

fan, about this proposition, he jumped at
the opportunity.
"Are you kidding me?" Sawyer said.
"We'll prove once and for all we're the
best football team in Minnesota!"
Both teams agreed to play the game at
Maxwell Field. Tickets sold out in one
hour. To accommodate the large ticket
request, WSU put up a large screen television in McCown. Gymnasium free of
charge to those unable to get a ticket.
An ironic sign to the outcome of the
game happened when the Vikings first
took the field and star wide receiver
Randy Moss muttered: "Is this it? What
kind of field is this supposed to be? We'll
beat the living crap out of this team!"
The problem was Moss had a microphone on, and his words could be understood by all.
The Warriors won the opening toss
and marched the ball right down the field
on the Vikings' junior-high secondary.
They scored on a nine-yard touchdown
pass from quarterback Andy Nett to wide
receiver. Jeff Dobbertin.
Coming back to the huddle, Dob-

bertin muttered to Nett: "Jeez, the secondaries we faced against Duluth and
Northern were tougher than that."
Meanwhile, the Viking offense was
having difficulty moving the ball against
the Warrior defense. During one possession, Viking offensive lineman Todd
Steussie was called for three straight
holding penalties against WSU defensive
end Derek Chance.
The Vikings tied the game before
halftime when quarterback Daunte
Culpepper hit wide receiver Cris Carter
on a 50-yard bomb with 1 minute left in
the second quarter.
The third quarter featured no scoring,
but the highlight was when Vikings
coach Dennis Green complained about a
call and the Winona State fans started
naming off all the fast food restaurants in
Winona. Green had publicly said before
the game he had sworn off fast food
restaurants to lower his weight.
Winona State went up by a touchdown with 5 minutes left in the fourth
quarter when running back Kevin Curtin
scored on an 80-yard reverse. The high-

light of the play was Curtin alluding all
11 Viking defenders on the play.
The touchdown run wasn't what surprised Curtin.
"I faked Dwayne Rudd completely
out of his shoes, and then he celebrated
like he made the tackle," Curtin said.
The Vikings were able to move the
ball down the field, but were faced with a
fourth and 5 at the Warrior 35 with 16
seconds left.
Culpepper rolled out to his right and
looked like he wanted to run for the first
down. All of a sudden, he sees Moss out
of the corner of his eye behind the Warrior secondary. Culpepper unleashed a
perfect spiral that looked like it was
going to hit Moss in stride for the touchdown. The problem was Moss dropped
the ball in the end zone, starting off a
wild Warrior celebration.
After the game, Moss was asked what
happened on the last play.
"The ball looked like it wasn't going
to hit me in the numbers, so I decided to

Mark McPherson
WENONAHAN

Michael Jordan announced
Thursday that he would not be
playing basketball for Winona
State University next fall. Jordan found out last week that,
due to a little known rule, he
had one year of college
eligibility left, as long as he
plays at a Division II school.
Jordan had an immediate
interest in playing for the
Warriors.
"Winona State has a long
history of competitive basketball," Jordan said. "Coach
Leaf is the man; he has what it
takes."
Despite these kind words,
Jordan made the announcement that he was going elsewhere after visiting the campus.
While Jordan seemed to
enjoy Winona State, he had
problems with how the school
was handling the sports broadcasts.
"Winona is a beautiful city
and has an equally impressive
campus," Jordan said. "However, I am very unhappy with
how the university is treating
the campus station. I cannot
play for a school that doesn't
support it's own students."
Jordan went on adding,
"The format KQAL has is
very beneficial to the students.
I can't believe the university
doesn't see it that way."
Jordan became aware of the
controversy after reading an
article from the March 21
edition of the Winonan online.
Until that point, Jordan had
every intention of attending
Winona State in the fall.
Men's basketball coach
Mike Leaf was disappointed
with Jordan's decision.
"Any coach would be excited at the prospect of having
him on their team," he said. "I
feel he should have looked at
the big picture before making
his decision."
However, Leaf did see a
bright side to the situation:
"You have to remember," he
said. "We are coming off a
year where we won the NSIC
conference tournament and
advanced to the regions.
"Having Jordan would have
been nice, but we have a great
team right now and we have
every intention of making
another run next year."
See Jordan, Page 10

See Vikings, Page 10

Bye, bye Warriors, hello Gladiators
Mike Kaebisch
VERY SPECIAL TO THE WENONAHAN

COURTESY OF WWW.OSCARS.COM

Thanks to the success of "Gladiator," Winona State
University will change its nickname from the Warriors
to the Gladiators.

In a controversial 12-3 decision, the Winona
State University Alumni Society Board passed a
recommendation Monday that would formally
change the WSU nickname from the Warriors to
the Gladiators.
The move comes on the heels of the success
of the Ridley Scott movie "Gladiator," which
won five Academy Awards March 25, including
best picture.
"We were looking for a way to toughen up
our image while at the same time draw more
interest to Winona State University," said WSU
Alumni Society Director Gloria Miller. "The
movie was a big success, just like our athletic
programs. The change just felt like the natural
thing to do."

But the recommendation didn't pass without
controversy.
"I think this is a disgrace," said Jeff Pabst, a
1981 graduate and former baseball and football
star. "I was proud to be a Warrior when I played
here. It's like the Alumni Society is trying to
distance itself from the school's athletic history."
Pabst wasn't alone in expressing his displeasure over the proposed change; WSU Athletics
Director Larry Holstad also found the name
change a little discouraging.
"We are the Warriors and have always been
the Warriors," Holstad said. "The decision to
change our nickname to the Gladiators came
out of left field. I wish I could say it wasn't
really going to happen, but so much for
See Gladiators, Page 10

COURTESY OF
WWW.ANGELFIRE.COM/CA6/GBFGBFGBF.

Michael Jordan changed his
mind about playing
basketball at WSU due to its
treatment of KQAL, the
campus radio station.
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Continued from Page 9

let it fall," he said.
Moss, who signed a five-year, $100 million
contract in February, had his struggles all game
long. He was disappointed when he found out
WSU security wouldn't accept his posse into the
game.
Sawyer, drenched in Gatorade after the game,

offered the following congratulations to his players.
"My team played their butts off," he said. "I
couldn't be more proud of them than I am right
now."
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Grizzlies ask to relocate to WSU
Jason Schulte
WENONAHAN

When it was announced
that the Vancouver Grizzlies
would move to Memphis,
Tenn., to play in the National
Basketball Association (NBA)
next season, most people
assumed it was a done deal.
Mike Leaf and Larry Holstad thought otherwise.
Holstad, Winona State University athletic director, and
Leaf, Warriors men's basketball coach, were able to
change Grizzlies owner
Michael Heisley's mind and
move his team to Winona
State.
"It wasn't much of a presentation," Holstad said. "All
we're able to do was convince
Mr. Heisley that Winona State
University • and the city of
Winona would draw more of a
fan base than Memphis.
"We feel the Winona Grizzlies will be a success."4
Needless to say the politicians and residents of Memphis were shocked.
"What the heck happened?" said Memphis mayor
Billy Bob Schmidt. "Mr. Heisley convinced us that he was

bringing his team here and
now this news. I'm completely shocked."
Heisley announced his
intention to move the Grizzlies last fall due to a dwindling fan base and the American-Canadian exchange rate.
Memphis, Louisville, Kent.
and a 'dark horse' were considered the favorites, Heisley
said. Memphis became the
favorite due to fact it
promised the Grizzlies a new
22,000-seat arena.
When Holstad and Leaf
found out about Memphis,
they still didn't give up on the
Grizzlies.
"It wasn't set in the stone
until Commissioner David
Stern said so," Leaf said.
Holstad and Leaf then
secretly had meetings with
Heisley and sold him on
WSU.
"We told him Winona State
University could do a great
job of selling his team to the
Winona community and the
nearby region," Holstad said.
"Also with the Minnesota
Timberwolves two hours
away, we can have the start of
a nice rivalry."
Added Heisley: "I loved

Sex Scandal

Jenny BUtler/WENONAHAN

Kevin Curtin of Winona State University alludes Minnesota Viking defenders during
their game at Maxwell Field. WSU won the game 14-7.

Gladiators

Continued from Page 9

tradition."
The name change will come at the beginning
of the 2001-2002 academic year and will effect
athletic teams beginning on or after July 1.
The first athletic programs to take the Gladiator name will be football, volleyball, cross
country and men's and women's golf
"I embrace the change," WSU football
coach Tom Sawyer said. "It comes at a time
when all of our athletic programs are beginning
to receive regional and national attention and
allows us to build a new proud history."
Said Miller: "We knew there would be some
detractors at first, but the nickname is already
beginning to catch on. Give it a few weeks and
,the excitement level will just continue to grow."
Miller also unveiled plans for Gladiator star
Russell Crowe to attend the WSU football

Jordan

team's home opener, Sept. 8, against the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Crowe will give a brief speech before the
game and will then take in the football game.
WSU then plans to have Crowe attend a screening of Gladiator, tentatively scheduled for 7:30
p.m. that evening at WSU's McCown Gymnasium.
Although Crowe couldn't be reached for
comment, his publicist released the following.
"I look forward to helping christen Winona
State University's new nickname and look at
the opportunity to attend the football game as a
great honor. I also believe it is a great tribute to
the movie and will be something special for all
that were involved in the making of the
picture."

V

the city's scenic nature and
beauty along with the comfortability Winona State projected to me."
• When word reached Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventura
about the news, he was elated.
"I'm very happy for
Winona State University," he
said. "This is great news for
them."
Ventura was so happy that
he announced on the spot he
would give WSU $200 million
of the state's money to help
pay for the Grizzlies.
Leaf announced the team
would play its home games in
McCown Gymnasium, and
when the WSU women's and
men's teams are scheduled for
home games, the Grizzlies
would then play in Talbot
Gymnasium.
When word reached students on campus about the
news, reaction was mixed.
"This is a great surprise,"
said Jake Adochio. "I hope we
can still get in for free for
Grizzlies games as we do for
WSU games."
Said Mike Mueller: "This
is going to take away from my
bar time."

Continued from Page 9

Holstad also added
Wahzoo and the UWthat with the release of
Stevens Point Pointer.
"Obviously this is a black
the pictures, which
Plain and simple, there is
eye for not only the athletic
were taken by Jenny
no explanation for that
department, but the
Butler, a sophomore
type of public diplay of
university as a whole."
Mass Communication
affection."
student at WSU, he was
UW-Stevens
Point
trying to assemble as
LARRY HOLSTAD Athletics Director Frank
much evidence as he
WSU athletics director O'Brien - also dismissed
could and was still
any logical explanation
looking into possible resolutions.
for the acts the pictures display.
"Obviously this is a black eye for not only
"The purpose of having a mascot present at
the athletic department, but the university as a sporting events is to get the crowd involved in
whole," Holstad said. "While the evidence the game," O'Brien said. "I don't care what
speaks volumes, we still need to gather all the excuse either Wahzoo or our Pointer come up
information that we can and make sure we with, what they were doing in the pictures is
talk to all parties involved before making a not what we had in mind when we allowed
decision on how to rectify the situation."
them to be on the sidelines."
And while no decision has been made on
Both Wahzoo and the Pointer have been
what actions to take, Holstad did say that placed on probation and have been told to stay
unless new information surfaces, the penalties away from athletic activities at their respecagainst Wahzoo will be severe.
tive schools.
"There is no doubt that some action has to
While both Holstad and O'Brien said that
be taken," he said. "The future of Wahzoo, at the move was made to allow the universities
least right now, is at best in doubt."
to gather evidence without drawing more
Wahzoo, whose real identity at the Nov. 11 attention to the problem. Both Wahzoo and
game has been concealed, has been mum on the Pointer have taken the time off as a vacathe topic, except for releasing this statement tion.
through its lawyer.
While Wahzoo chose not to comment, Brett
"Although I would like to comment fully Adams, the person in the Pointer outfit at the
on the claims and about the situation, I cannot Nov. 11 game hasn't taken the news
at this time." Wahzoo said. "When the time is sitting down.
right and when the proper people have been
"They hired me to get the crowd involved
talked to I believe the Wahzoo name will be in the game," Adams said. "While my efforts
cleared."
on the night in question may have been tasteHolstad however, isn't so sure.
less, I have also turned in years of service and
"You've seen the pictures, as has every- have had no other complaints.
body else at this point, I don't know what
"To ask me to stop providing school spirit
could be said to explain the actions taken by is like taking away my livelihood."

Continued from Page 9

Joraan would have likely played in the off
guard spot, a position that will be left vacant by
the graduation of Brian Puls.
"Obviously, Jordan would have been the go-toguy, but we have players that can fill the role,"
Leaf said.
That point was exemplified when Jordan took
part in a team scrimmage. Sophomore Travis
Leech blocked some of Jordan's shots and dunked
on him. Leech later addressed questions of how it
felt to dunk on a legend like Jordan: "I was just
praying I didn't hurt him," he said with a smile. "I
just can't wait for the poster to come out."
Winona State University students had mixed
reactions to Jordan's decision not to play for the
Warriors.
"I am happy with Michael's decision not to
come to the university," senior Andy Hokenson
said. "This means there is an open roster spot."
Senior Sean McPherson was not as pleased.
"Jordan coming here would have been great for
Winona, but I understand why he decided against
it," he said. He added that it might be part of the
strategery.
Jordan might end up in Minnesota after all; he
is scheduled to meet with sports announcer Brian
Prudhomme later this week about possibly attending the University of Minnesota-Duluth.
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Jennifer Selby — Managing editor
(507) 457-5119
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu

E.41

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

int

hours a week on homework and studying for my
Wenonahan staff unmotivated
Dear editor,
class. You certainly don't have other classes, jobs
I am appalled at your staff's increasing lack of and responsibilities, do you?
motivation and dedication. It's obvious from reading your paper (and your classwork) that you
don't care about your work and don't put in the
time required to do a good job. I even found a
misspelled word and a dangling modifier in an
issue three weeks ago.
I know the mistakes I've found are not due to
editors' lack of time. I know — because I have
most of you as students — that you have plenty of
free time I only expect each of you to spend eight

Page I I

It would be really disrespectful of you to prioritize other classwork, jobs and duties above work
required for my class.
If you can't do everything perfectly, which
you've proven you can't, you should not do them
at all.

et

Cook

1

0

ovres 4.01:w
this

Donna Bighead
WSU professor
Editors' note: Whatever.

DISCLAIMER:

All stories, photographs and other editorial content published on
Pages 1-11 and 14 in this issue were conceived by the masterminds of the Winonan staff
and should not be mistaken as fact. All direct quotations on said pages were fabricated
by the story's author and in no way represent the opinions of their attributed sources.
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Greenification gone wild
AV

WSU taking Master Plan a step too far
JENNIFER SELBY

Managing editor

T

Scott HaraidsonAvENoNAHAN
Standing are, from left: Jennifer Selby, managing editor; Lauren Osborne, feature editor; Bill Radde,
news editor; and Jason Schulte, sports editor. Seated are, from left: Missy Teff, online editor; and
Jenny Butler, photo editor.

■

JACKIE KUELMANN, advertising
manager: The whole Winonan

check it

editorial staff is hot. Look . at
them! I'm getting flushed
just thinking about them.
In a continuing effort to meet
your information and entertainment needs, the editorial
board members and advertising managers will provide
readers with local attractions,
events, places and information sources to explore.

This week:
Best-looking naked
Winonan editor

■ BILL RADDE, news
editor: Jason Schulte.

Mmrnmmmmm.
■ JENNY BUTLER, photo
editor: Myself, of course
■ JASON SCHULTE, sports
editor: I'm whipped. I
don't look at other girls.
■ LAUREN OSBORNE,
feature editor: Bill Radde.
His white socks are sexy.

■ MISSY TEFF, online
editor: Jen Selby. She
gets me wired.
■ ANIKA SELVAAG,
assistant ad manager:
Missy Teff. Think she'll
ever publish her recipe
for love?
■ JENNIFER SELBY, managing editor: Lauren
Osborne. She reminds
me a lot of myself.
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had the opportunity to chat with

Physical Plant Manager Dick Lande
and WSU President Darrell Krueger
last week about the Master Plan's campus greenification project, which has
been revised since the printed version
was released July 1998. The two have
kept the new plan under wraps, and
when you hear the details, you'll know
why.
I like what Winona State has done so
far. I condone removing streets to add
grass, trees and plants. I especially like
the new pond/waterfall near the PAC.
The new plan, however, has gone a bit
too far.
Winona State has always had a problem keeping people off the grass. The
sidewalks are never wide enough, and
the grass along their sides gets worn
and trampled. Krueger plans to begin
enforcing a rule next fall to remedy this
problem: No shoes will be allowed on
campus. Everyone must walk barefoot.
This doesn't make any sense to me. It's
the people's weight, not their shoes,
that destroys the grass. Winona State
would be better off removing the sidewalks so people feel free to wander
where they like, rather than walking on
the edges of the sidewalks.
The next step Krueger plans to take
if the barefoot rule doesn't work, which
it won't, is installing suspension
bridges. Rope and wood slat bridges
will be hung between trees and buildings for people to walk on. An alternative to suspension bridges is rope
swings for students to swing between
buildings like Tarzan.
Aside from fixing this pesky perennial problem of worn grass, the rest of
the plan deals with making campus

more enjoyable. Greenification as it
stands now has become old hat to students, many of whom were not yet here
when it began. So Winona State has
some ideas for spicing up the greenification plan. Creating ponds with miniature waterfalls was not enough; Lande
now wants to recreate an entirely different environment than students can
experience in the rest of Minnesota.
One possibility is to recreate a rain
forest by bringing in plants, fish, birds
and small wildlife from Brazil. Now, of
course, a rainforest could not thrive in
Winona because of the climate, so the
plan is to build a biodome over the
entire campus. This would not only create the hot, humid, rainy weather needed to sustain the new ecosystem but
also shield students from UV rays and
townies. No cars will be allowed within
the biodome, so all parking lots will be
moved to outside the dome. Lande said
Winona State is having trouble convincing the city council that this is a
good idea. The council needs to
approve the plan because Winona State
will need to buy and demolish more
houses surrounding campus to build the
biodome and new parking lots.
Another idea for making our rainforest campus more fun is to include a petting zoo in place of the parking lot near
Memorial Hall. The zoo would include
the usual deer, cats and goats but would
also include rainforest animals like
monkeys, chameleons and sloths.
So now you know what I mean about
things getting out of hand. While the
greenification projects so far have
added character and nature to our little
corner of the world, the next steps make
me wonder if Winona State's administrators are still living in it.
Reach
Jennifer
Selby
at
winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

The check is in the mail•
MELISSA PAUL

Editorial columist

T

hose who have read my articles
all semester will remember our
plumbing problems earlier this
semester. Well, they returned. The drain
in the shower downstairs backed up
about a week ago. The tub filled about
halfway full of wastewater.
Once again, we called our landlords
to let them know about the plumbing
problems. This time, however, they
were a little nicer about fixing it. They
had someone come out right away. They
fixed the problem within a matter of
minutes and assured us there would be
no more problems with our plumbing.
However, the eight of us in the house
deserved a bit of restitution for the
inconvenience. We called our landlords
and asked them for a break in rent or
assurance that our security deposit
would be repaid in full. To our surprise,
they had anticipated our call and made
some arrangements of their own. For all

our inconvenience this year, our landlords had decided to refund
six months rent in full for all of us. We
were told the checks were in the mail
and we should be receiving them within
a few days.
Faithfully, we checked the mailbox
every day until Monday, when eight
checks arrived. Written in the memo
was a note: "Our apologies."
Everyone in the house used the check
for something different. I put mine into
my dwindling checking account to use
as a slush fund. One of my roommates
used hers to pay back a portion of her
school loans, while another girl put hers
away in anticipation for spring break
next year. I had to pinch myself to
believe it all really happened.
If anyone reading this believes anything past the first paragraph, you
should take this newspaper and roll it
up, and then hit yourself with it until
you remember that this is an April
Fools' Day issue and you are an April
Fool.

Reach Melissa Daul at mdaul@hotmail.com.

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions expressed
in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system,
Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be directed to the
Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include
your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members must
include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include full name
and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line.
They can also be faked to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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Mr. and Miss WSU crowned
Valerie Kramer

ate; and Brian Van Kleeck, Delta Phi
Epsilon.
Masters of Ceremonies, Shannon PasCorey Larson claimed the Mr. WSU saglia and Adam Wichmann, introduced
2001 title at a contest held Monday, and each candidate as members of the student
Maggie Howell became Miss WSU 2001 at a senate escorted them. Judges were chosen
from the student body at large and university
contest Thursday.
For the past 16 years, The Winona State organizations.
The audience was extremely involved in
University Student Senate has sponsored
Mr. WSU. This year's theme, based on the show, cheering on each of the guys. The
Temptation Island, was "Which Stud Will show began with the boxer short competition
and a group dance in Hawaiian shirts to
Tempt You?"
Seven men participated in a boxer short Destiny's Child's "I'm a Survivor."
The talent competition included a variety
competition, group dance, talent competition, formal Wear competition and final of acts. Glesener acted as a boy scout,
involving the audience. Larson dressed as
questions.
Contestants were Robert Glesener, spon- Madonna, Lucchesi sang and Mollenhauer
sored by Phi Theta Chi; Corey Larson, did a tribute to Chris Farley. Sigfridson,
American Marketing Association; Andrew dressed as Mr. Rogers, performed a mix of
Lucchesi, Sheehan Hall Council; Sam Mol- today's music; Thompson dressed like Britlenhauer, Tri Sigma; Brian Sigfidson, Pi ney Spears; and Van Kleeck played the saxLambda Phi; Chris Thompson, Student Sen- ophone.
WINONAN

Andrea Leekscheid/WrNoNAN

Mr. WSU Corey Larson performs as Madonna during the
talent portion of Monday's contest.

BRIEFS

Fiction award winner to read her work
Winona State will host a
free public reading by Iowa
Short Fiction Award winner
Elizabeth Oness Thursday as
part of the John S. Lucas
Great River Reading Series.
Oness will read from her
book, "Articles of Faith," at
7 p.m. in Purple Rooms 105
and 106 of Kryzsko Cornmons. The book, a collection
of eight stories, is already in its third printing and
was recognized by Barnes and Noble Booksellers
in their Discover Great New Writers Program.
Oness has accepted a position in the WSU Eng' lish department, and she will begin teaching classes in fiction writing and American literature for
Fall Semester 2001. Her stories have been published in a wide range of magazines and journals,
and she has won several awards for her work,
including an 0. Henry Prize and the Nelson Algren
Award.

"I liked how it wasn't focused on looks,
but it was more entertaining than anything,"
said Kathleen Vlazny, a WSU freshman.
There was laughter and cheering throughout
the Mr. WSU show.
Eight women, sponsored by TKE, Pi
Lamda. Phi, each sorority, IRHC, Lourdes
Hall and Sheehan Hall, competed in the Miss
WSU contest.
"Everybody got roses; it was really nice,"
said Howell, who also received other prizes
and a tiara and will perform her talent at the
Pi Lambda Phi dinner Saturday.
Howell read the poem "Phenomenal
Woman" by Maya Angelou and sang the last
verse in a jazz style. Most the other talents
consisted of singing and dancing. The contest also include a formal wear contest, opening dance to Destiny's Child's "Independent
Woman," and two questions — one about
world problems and one about relationships.

`Conflict of Interest'

for payment is April 12, unless they are sold out
before then. They are available from David Bratt
in PAC 206.

Events raise sexual assault awareness
• Winona State University is hosting three events
for Sexual Assault Awareness Month.
"I Feel So Alone ... Where Can I Go for Help?,"
a panel discussion, will be at 7 p.m. Monday in
Stark Auditorium. Health, security and counseling
professionals and advocates will discuss issues of
health, the difference between official and unofficial reporting, counseling support and advocacy. A
question-and-answer session will follow.
"Telling, A Memoir of Rape and Recovery" is a
recount of rape and the experiences that followed
in the path toward healing for author Patricia
Weaver Francisco. She will speak at 6 p.m.
April 16 in the Kryzsko Commons East Cafeteria.
A rally and demonstration to symbolically remember and support the victims of sexual assault follows the presentation in the courtyard.
A documentary about rape through the eyes of
those involved was shown Monday.
Sexual Assault Awareness Month events are a
Players perform Shakespeare in park
The Wenonah Players will be performing collaborative effort of the women's studies/WILL
Shakespeare in the Park at the Lake Park Band- program and the Women's Resource Center.
shell this weekend. The free performances are Events have been planned entirely by WSU
about two hours long. They are at 1:30 p.m. Satur- students.
day and Sunday and 6:30 p.m. Saturday.
WSU holds events for poetry month
Winona State University's fourth annual
Latin America to be celebrated
Latin-American History Day, "Beyond BoundNational Poetry Month activiaries," will be 10 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. April 11 in Dinties will include two formal
ing Room C & D in Kryzsko Commons.
poetry readings and an open
The event features short story telling, Latin
mike session.
music, dancing, food and interactive dialogue by
"Stirring Voice, Sweet
Action Theatre. Professors and students will share
Music," an evening of poetry,
their knowledge and personal experiences with
music and refreshments will
travel, current events and celebrations pertaining
be at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the
to Latin America.
Winona Public Library's art
This program is sponsored by the Office of
room. Carol Borzyskowski,
Cultural Diversity in collaboration with Student
Sandra Bennett, Joan McNeil,
Bennett
Senate Cultural Diversity Committee, Hispanic
Linda Kukowski, Connie
Association and Action Theatre.
Sanderson and Nancy Kay
For more information, call Kathy Lande at Peterson will read their poetry, accompanied by a
457-5595 or e-mail Kim-Chau Ngo at recorder ensemble.
kim-chau.ngo@winona.msus.edu .
Sharon Chmielarz will read her poetry at 7 p.m.
April 17 at Lourdes Hall. An Open mike trio will
be April 25 on the Smaug patio. Poets can read
Sewpaul to discuss relationships
Vishanthia Sewpaul, the director of the Social their poetry, compete for prizes and read works by
Work Centre at the University of Natal in South their favorite poets. The reading will begin at
Africa, will be at Winona State through Friday. She 11:30 a.m.
will hold a public lecture on "Transforming the
All three events are free and open to the public.
Relationship Among Men and Women: In the For more information, contact Borzyskowski at the
Midst of Crisis, A View from South Africa" at public library at 452-4582.
7:30 p.m. Thursday in Stark Auditorium. She will
also present a workshop at this weekend's Min- Art Club sponsors trip to museums
nesota Student Social Work Conference at Winona
The Winona State University Art Club is sponState and will work with classes.
soring a museum bus trip to Minneapolis Saturday.
Destinations include the Minneapolis Art Institute,
Student drag show to be held Thursday the Weisman Museum on the University of MinDwight Sjoberg, a
nesota campus, Walker Art Center and the Mall of
dance society member
America.
and last year's drag
A highlight of the trip is "Painting Revolution:
show winner, posed in
Kandinsky, Malevich and the Russian Avantedrag Friday to proGarde" at the Weisman. This artistically explosive
mote an upcoming
period in Russia integrated French Cubism, Gershow.
man Expressionism and Russian culture in a
Students will comvibrant movement. Compelling examples of each
pete in a drag show at
of these styles are included in an exhibition of
7:30 p.m. Thursday in
more than 80 works. Many of the works are from
Somsen Auditorium.
regional Russian museums and are being shown in
The first-place winner
the West for the first time in this exhibition.
will receive $50, and
At the Walker, "Painting at the Edge of the
World" is an exhibition of enormous contemporary
the, second-place winner will receive $25.
avante-garde canvases and installations by artists
from all over the globe.
Tickets will be $2
At the Minneapolis Art Institute, special exhibiat the door.
tions of interest to art students include ceramics as
Tickets available for Hamlet at Guthrie sculpture, modernist typography and exhibits of
The theatre and dance department is sponsoring Berenice Abbott's and Michael Mazur's work.
a trip to the Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis for a Selections from the extensive permanent collecperformance of Hamlet, which is touring three tions are also on display, as well as contemporary
cities in the United States from the British Royal work in the Minnesota Gallery.
The cost of the trip is $15 for students and $20
National Theatre and has received high praise in
for others and includes transportation and admisthe British press.
There will be no bus transportation for this sion to all museums. Sign up and reserve your seat
event; those interested will have to provide their by making payment in the art department office,
Watkins 204. Seats must be paid for ahead of time.
own transportation to and from the theater.
There are 50 tickets available for the 1 p.m. The bus will depart Watkins at 8 a.m. Saturday and
matinee performance on May 5. Tickets are $18 return at 10:30 p.m.
each for Section 3 seats in the baicony. Deadline

Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Katy B. Schwalen (left) and Kaiya Rosenberg have a "Conflict of Interest" in a
dance choreographed by Antonia Brouillette during Friday's Senior Dance Recital.

Jazz festival to be this weekend
Winona State University's Music Department will present "Winona Jazz: Past, Present and
Fliture," Friday and Saturday. Tickets for the evening concerts are $5 for adults and $3 for students.
Saturday daytime clinics and performances are free. All concerts will take place in the Performing
•Arts. Center on the Winona State campus. For more information, contact Rich MacDonald at
457-5259. The schedule is as follows:
Friday
7:30 p.m. — Winona Cotter Junior High School Jazz Ensemble, Winona Middle School Jazz
Ensemble and WSU Alumni Jazz Ensemble, PAC Main Stage
Saturday
9:30-10 a.m. — Combo III, PAC Recital Hall
10:15-11 a.m. — Drumset clinic, PAC room 156
11:15-11:45 a.in. — Dixie Midnight Runners, PAC Recital Hall
1-1:30 p.m. — Combo I, PAC Recital Hall
1:30-2 p.m. — Faculty Jazz Ensemble, PAC Recital Hall
2:15-3 p.m. — Trumpet clinic, PAC room 156
3:15-3:45 p.m. — Combo II, PAC Recital Hall
7:30 p.m. — Winona Senior High School Jazz Ensemble, Winona Cotter High School Jazz
Ensemble and WSU Jazz Ensemble, PAC Main Stage

Winona State University

Winonan
Established in 1922 as Winona State University's first student newspaper, the Wi nonan
is managed, funded and operated by and for members of the WSU community. Published
and distributed weekly, the 5,000-circulation newspaper investigates and reports campus
and community news that is timely, appropriate and relevant to readers. Information is
disseminated in a manner compliant with the universal journalistic creed that information
be delivered lawfully, objectively, tastefully and fairly.
The Winona n generates 65 percent of its budget through advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activities fees. Subscriptions for persons outside
the university are available from the Advertising/Business Manager.
The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN'55987.
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WSU beats Cardinals
The Winona State University
softball team knocked off the
defending NCAA Division III
National Champions not once, but
twice Monday. The Warriors scored
a run in the bottom of the sixth
inning to beat Saint Mary's University 1-0 in the first game and put a
run on the board in the last of the
ninth of Game 2 for a 5-4 victory.
The Game 1 victory was led by
the bat of Jamie Benedict, who had
a pair of hits, including a gamewinning RBI double that scored
Jonie Bergstrom.
Cyndy Schubbe gave up three
hits and no runs in her seven
innings of work on the mound.
SMU was led by Niki Lynch's two
hits.
The second game, although
higher scoring, again included
some late-inning heroics on the part
of the Warriors. The ninth inning
got started when Kristi Anderson
reached on an error and moved to
second base on a Bergstrom single.
Rachel Seifert followed Bergstrom
with a single of her own, setting the
table for Kari Webers.
With the bases loaded, Webers
grounded to Niki Lynch, who went
to second base to force out Seifert,

WSU tops Viterbo
in double header

but Anderson was able to score the
game-winner.
Seifert led the Warriors, going
3-for-5. Anderson, recording two
hits and driving in two runs, scored
the game-winning run.
Bergstrom, Webers and Jen
Fabian each picked up two hits.
Schubbe again picked up the
win, improving her record to 11-4,
giving up two hits in her two and
two-thirds innings of work. WSU
punched out 14 hits in the game,
with the Cardinals racking up 13.

Pitching told the story for the Winona State University
softball team March 27 as it swept Viterbo University in a
nonconference double header 5-4 and 8-0 at Maxwell
Field.
In Game 1, Cyndy Schubbe earned the win as she
struck out 11 V-Hawks. She gave up four runs; two were
earned.
Bridget McCabe was 2-for-3 with two RBIs for the
Warriors. Kari Webers also had two hits and an RBI.
In Game 2, WSU freshman pitcher Steph Fitch pitched
a complete-game three-hit shutout for the victory. Fitch
struck out six batters and walked none.
Winona State outhit Viterbo 11-3 as Webers and Jenny
Fabian each had two hits for the Warriors. Every WSU
starter except Jean Ryan and Jamie Benedict managed a
hit.

Game 1
WSU 1, SMU 0
Saint Mary's 000 000 0 - 0 3 1
Winona State 000 001 - 1 5 0
Schubbe and Benedict; Hocking
and Miller. WP-Schubbe. LP Hocking. HR -none.

Game 1

WSU 5, Viterbo 4
Viterbo 201 001 0 - 4 5 2

Game 2
WSU 5, SMU 4
SMU 011 100 100 - 4 13 1
WSU 001 002 101 - 5 14 0
Fritch, Aschbrenner (4),
Schubbe (7) and Benedict; Gonerka
and Miller. WP-Schubbe. LP Gonerka. HR-Hocking, SMU.

Winona State 022 010 x - 5 7 3
Koski and Schroeder; Schubbe and Benedict. WPSchubbe. LP-Koski. HR -none.

Andrea Leckscheid/WiNoNAN

Cyndy Schubbe pitches in the first game against Viterbo
University March 27. Winona State won both games of the
double header. co

Game 2
WSU 8, Viterbo 0
Viterbo 000 00 - 0 3 2
Winona State 300 32 - 8 11 1
Promersberger and Koski; Fritch and Benedict. WP Fritch. LP - Promersberger. HR - none

Men's tennis goes
Softball sweeps St. Cloud State University
winless this weekend
St. Cloud State 9, WSU 0

ST. CLOUD, Minn. - The
Winona State University men's
tennis team failed to win a match
against St. Olaf College Saturday at St. Cloud State University,
losing 9-0.
The Warriors (5-11 overall)
were also defeated by St. Cloud
State University 9-0 and
Minnesota State University,
Mankato 7-2 Friday.. Picking up
wins against the Mavericks were
Cody Nelson and Marc Stingley
in singles action.
WSU travels to the University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse next
Wednesday.

Singles
Chris Canniff (SCSU) def.
Marc Stingley, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2; Todd
Bishop (SCSU) def. Sean Kangrga, 6-3, 6-4; Doug Lecy (SCSU)
def. Ryan Durand, 6-2, 6-0;
Casey Haselwander (SCSU) def.
Cody Nelson, 6-0, 6-1; Josh
Lunak (SCSU) def. Jost/ Schommer, 6-0, 6-0; Matt Jackson
(SCSU) def. Nick Dircz, 6-1, 6-3.
Doubles
Canniff-Bishop (SCSU) def.
Stingley-Kangrga, 8-1; LecyHaselwander (SCSU) def.
Durand-Dircz, 8-2; SkenzichLunak (SCSU) def. SchommerNelson, 8-1.

St. Olaf 9, WSU 0

MSU, Mankato 7, WSU 2

Singles
Pete Nau (St. 0) def. Sean
Kangrga, 6-1, 7-6; Karl Wilbur
(St. 0) def. Marc Stingley, 6-2, 67, 10-6; Ted Nagel (St. 0) def.
Ryan Durand, 1-6, 6-4, 6-1; Tom
Nagel (St. 0) def. Cody Nelson,
6-7, 6-1, 6-1; Dan Cohen (St. 0)
def. Josh Schommer, 6-1, 6-1;
Tim Smith (St. 0) def. Nick Dircz,
6-2, 6-2.
Doubles
Nau-Wilbur (St.
0) def.
Durand-Kangrga, 9-8; NagelNagel (St. 0) def. Stingley-Dircz,
8-6; Peter Thoen-Brandon Hall
(St. 0) def. Matt Bjurquist-Nelson, 8-2.

Singles
Tony Schmidt (MSU,M) def.
Sean Kangrga, 6-3, 6-1; Marc
Stingley (WSU) def. Phil Braver,
7-6, 6-1; Kyle Rice (MSU.M) def.
Ryan Durand, 6-4, 6-4; Cody
Nelson (WSU) def. Eric Gleason,
7-6, 6-4; Ford Rolfsrud (MSU,M)
def. Josh Schommer, 6-1, 6-2;
Neal Gambaiani (MSU,M) def.
Nick Dircz, 6-2, 6-1.
Doubles
Schmidt-Braver (MSU,M) def.
Kangrga-Durand, 8-5; Rice-Rolfsrud (MSU,M) def. StingleyDircz, 8-5; Gleason-Gambaiani
MSU,M) def. Schommer-Nelson,
6-2.

The Winona State University softball
team grabbed a sweep of St. Cloud State
University Friday, winning 3-2 and 4-0 in a
nonconference double header at Maxwell
Field.
"If we're able to get the hit at the big
time, we knew we had a shot at beating
them," said WSU coach Greg Jones. "And
that's what happened today."
In Game 1, the Huskies raced out to a
2-0 lead after the first inning as Melissa
Wood hit a two-run double.
Winona State responded in the fourth as
it scored two runs on two hits with the benefit of one Huskie error. Warrior Jonie
Bergstrom scored the game-winning run in

the fifth inning as she stole home.
Cyndy Schubbe pitched a completegame victory for WSU as she gave up five
hits, two after the first inning. She struck out
three batters and walked three.
Meanwhile, St. Cloud's Nicole Webb
was the hard-luck loser as she only gave up
three hits.
In the nightcap, Schubbe's performance
was the story.
She pitched a complete-game shutout to
earn her ninth win. She gave up four hits,
but struck out four batters. She only gave up
two hits after the first inning.
Schubbe got all the run support she needed in the second inning when Angie

Shellum singled in Webers for an RBI and
then Shellum scored off an error by Huskie
center fielder Amy Anderson.
Game 1
WSU 3, SCSU 2
Winona State 000 210 0 - 3 3 1
St. Cloud State 200 000 0 - 2 5 5
Schubbe and Benedict; Webb and Wood.
WP - Schubbe. LP - Webb. HR - none.
Game 2

WSU 4, SCSU 0
Winona State 020 100 1 - 4 4 0
St. Cloud State 000 000 0 - 0 4 1
Schubbe and Benedict; Rose and Wood.
WP - Schubbe. LP - Rose. HR - none.

Women's tennis picks up two wins
The Winona State University
women's tennis team picked up
a pair of key wins over the
weekend at St. T's Tennis and
Sports.
On Sunday, the Warriors
defeated Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference foe Southwest State University 7-2 and
defeated St. Cloud State University 5-4 on Saturday.
Against Southwest, Winona
State swept all the, doubles
action and won four of the five
singles matches to improve its
record to 9-6.
WSU won two of the three

matches in doubles action
against St. Cloud to gain
momentum that carried over to
singles play, where WSU won
two three-set matches by Kelly
Schenck and Brea Bruggeman.
Winona State travels to Eau
Claire, Wis., to face the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
and Minnesota State University,
Mankato Saturday.
WSU 7,
Southwest State 2

Singles
Kelly Schenck (WSU) def.
Kathryn Helget, 6-4, 6-4; Karen

Darveaux (WSU) def. Shannon
Hoffmann, 6-0, 6-1; Beth Voels
(WSU) def. Katy Granheim, 6-3,
6-0; Mandy Pivec (SWS) def.
Brea Bruggeman, 6-4, 6-3;
Suzanne Bohn (WSU) def.
Sheila Toering, 6-1, 6-1; Molly
Mayer (SWS) def. Lori Weinke,
4-6, 7-5, 6-2.
Doubles
Schenck-Darveaux (WSU)
def. Helget-Pivec, 8-2; VoelsBruggeman (WSU) def. Hoffmann-Toering, 9-7; BohnWeinke (WSU) def. GranheimMayer, 8-4.

WSU 5,
St. Cloud State 4

Singles
Kelly Schenck (WSU) def.
Angie McMahon, 5-7, 7-6, 6-1;
Berit Merrill (SCSU) def. Karen
Darveaux, 6-3, 3-6, 14-12; Jessica Conway (SCSU) def. Beth
Voels, 6-3, 6-0; Brea Bruggeman (WSU) def. Jodi Pease, 06, 6-1, 6-0; Suzanne Bohn
(WSU) def. Katie Hiller, 6-1, 6-4;
Alyssa Lauritsen (SCSU) def.
Lori Weinke, 7-6, 6-1.
Doubles
Schenck-Darveaux (WSU)
def. McMahon-Pease, 8-4;
Voels-Bruggeman (WSU) def.
Conway-Katie Zilka, 8-4; MerrillCassie Thilmany (SCSU) def.
Bohn-Weinke, 8-1.

Track finishes second in Stevens Point
STEVENS POINT, Wis. - Paced
by Jamie Miller, the Winona State University women's track and field team
finished second in the Coldman Invitational at the University of WisconsinStevens Point Saturday.
UW-Stevens Point won the meet
with 215 points, followed by WSU's
113. The meet was the beginning of the
outdoor season for Winona State.
Miller won the long jump with a
leap of 17 feet-2 inches. She finished
second in the 100-meter dash (13.28

ma o
441

seconds) and the 200-meter dash
(28.07). Miller was also part of the
400-meter relay team that took first
along with Tracy Knippel, Jenny
Cuculi and Becky Kjeldsen. Their time
was 52.26.
Knippel also added a first-place finish with her jump of 33-9 in the triple
jump. Cuculi was right behind Miller in
the 100- and 200-meter dashes, taking
third in the 100 with a time of 13.51
and fourth in the 200 with a 28.22. She
was third in the long jump with a leap

Volunteersneeded
for SmokingStudy

The Mayo Clinic Nicotine Research Center (NRC) is seeking
young adult smokers ages 18 to 21, currently enrolled in an
undergraduate college, to participate in a stop-smoking
study. The study will test the effectiveness of counseling and
stress management in helping smokers to stop smoking.

of 16'9".
Other Warrior performances include
Abby Harms' second-place finish in the
400-meter hurdles (1:14.45) and
fourth-place finish in the 100 meter
hurdles (17.47), Nora Prom's third
place in the shot put (38'4"), Julie
Cousins' fourth in the 3,000 meters
(11:55.53), Jenny Klatt's fourth place
in the shot put (38'1/4) and the fourth
place finish of the 400 meter relay team
of Sara Prorok, Casey Graham, Harms
and Anna Skrivseth (56.02)
WSU travels to
the Luther ColNeed a ride to or
lege Relays Saturday.
from the Twin Cities?

AIRPORT NrC
PASSENGER SERVICE

Anyone interested in this
study should call the
Mayo Clinic Nicotine
Research Center at:
800-848-7853 or 507-266-1944.
111 , , , 111,,jr

800-869-5796

PROTECT

128W 2nd St
.Winona, MN 55981
454-2233
Offer Val:ilor a bmittel

Women's Tennis
WSU 7, Southwest State 2
WSU 5, St. Cloud State 4

Softball
WSU 5-8, Viterbo 4-0
Men's Tennis
WSU 3-4, St. Cloud State 2-0 MSU, M 7, WSU 2
WSU 1-5, Saint Mary's 0-4
St. Cloud State 9, WSU 0
St. Olaf 9, WSU 0
Track
WSU, 2nd
CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

www.AIRPORTCONNECT.com

Participants will be randomly assigned to
receive one of two behavioral counseling
therapies for four weeks. Participants will
come to the NRC each week and for two
follow-up visits to receive counseling and
complete different study procedures such
as questionnaires. Compensation is offered
to those who complete the study.

Baseball
WSU vs. Saint Mary's, ppd.

1
I
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March 22 - At 6:10 a.m. a student reported
that several windows on her vehicle were broken.
The damage took place sometime between 11 p.m.
March 21 up to the time reported. The matter was
referred to the director of security.
March 22 - At 2:13 p.m. it was reported that a
van struck a cement barricade on King Street,
causing some minor damage.
March 24 - At 10:47 p.m. it was reported that
some person(s) activated a fire alarm in the Quad.
The matter was referred to the hall director and
director of security..
March 27 - At 8:55 a.m. a fire alarm malfunctioned in Kryzsko Commons. No fire.
March 28 - At 9 p.m. a resident of Sheehan

Hall reported that some clothing was taken from a
dryer in the basement of Sheehan Hall. The theft
took place earlier in the evening. The matter was
referred to the director of security.
March 30 - At 12:05 a.m. security responded
to a report of a slashed tire in the parking lot south
of Mark Street, near the physical plant. The complainant had already changed the tire. Security
could find no evidence of a slash/cut in the tire.
March 30 - At 11 p.m. a student was cited by
security for disorderly behavior on the east side of
the library.
March 30 - At 11:15 p.m. security cited several individuals for attempting to bring alcohol in the
halls. Matter referred to RA on duty.
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Has your bum been here?
Ah, yes, the exquisite beauty of a porcelain throne. Have you ever stopped

to admire our beautiful toilets around the Winona State University campus? Well, we here at the Wenonahan have compiled a sampling of
Winona State's finest facilities to test your potty knowledge. Guess where
each toilet is located here on campus. Then check your answers at the bottom of this page. This is a test where no cramming is required. Good luck!
Photos and text by Andrea Leckscheid and Jenny Butler/wEN0NAHAN
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